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Abstract

Enhancing Visual Media Through Reflection and Recomposition

by

Jeremy Benjamin Warner

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Björn Hartmann, Chair

Visual media like vector graphics and presentations are essential to human communication. Artists, designers, and presenters use an iterative reflection and recomposition process to progressively refine their work. Here, **reflection** describes gathering and absorbing feedback or information after some visual media is created, while **recomposition** describes adapting and transforming some existing visual media. The key to supporting these stages is providing users with rich, flexible data representations that adhere to their domain and task. Additionally, user interfaces for interacting with this data must balance raw transformative power and the author’s creative control. This dissertation supports these media reflection and recomposition processes, and presents techniques for leveraging automatic styling and feedback systems in visual media creation processes.

The goal is to broaden the focus on generative creation tools to the more extensive iterative cycle designers employ (i.e., reflection and recomposition). The first aspect focuses on collecting and refining presentation feedback with SlideSpecs. SlideSpecs is a system for collecting, aggregating, and understanding presentation feedback to assist author refinements. Next, this dissertation will present VST and VLT, a pair of automation-powered design tools for transferring and mixing vector graphics styles and layouts. These tools enable mixing higher-level design properties and rules across vector graphics by generating and leveraging cross-design correspondences. These approaches acknowledge the richness of authors’ flexibility and control when shaping their media. With this framing, I demonstrate the benefits and requirements for extending this richness throughout the iterative design cycle.
To Paula and Hollis
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4.7 During the presentation, audience members write critiques and respond to existing critiques. Optionally, audience members can include context with their text critiques (e.g., specific slides, tags for feedback type). The threaded text comments flagged for discussion appear in the Discussion interface. During the discussion, the facilitator marks which topics are being discussed, matching existing text critiques where possible. SlideSpecs records and transcribes the discussion audio, allowing the presenter to review the collated text and verbal feedback together.
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5.4 The black lines show an initial correspondence between the elements of the SOURCE and TARGET designs. The green lines show an alternative, more desired set of links. When users select their desired SOURCE and TARGET elements and press Transfer Source Style, VST will update these links, redirecting the flow of visual styles across designs.
5.5 The Customization UI shows the Source and Target selections and similar Target elements. The similarity controls [-/set/+] can adjust the selection to the desired Target elements. Once satisfied with the Source-Target mapping, pressing Transfer Source Style will transfer all styles from the Source elements to the active Target selection. The Customization UI also provides fine-grained control over which styles to transfer. Element style attributes can be copied, reset, or customized for each set of similar values. This list can be filtered only to show styles for the current selection and only to show modified attributes. The UI also features the Copy All and Copy None buttons – Copy All blindly copies all styles for every matched element (e.g., the fully automatic output), and Copy None restores the Output graphics to the original Target state.
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6.1 Our layout transformation pipeline: given two vector graphics designs (A, B), we distill design layout data into grouped semantic layout rules for each design (L_A, L_B). We also compute a correspondence between the elements of the two designs (M_{AB}). Using L_A, L_B, and M_{AB}, we generate T: a transformation of the graphic design elements of A. Applying this transformation T yields design A*, which we then distill new layout rules from (L_A*). Designers can view the applied transformation and leverage control over which rules are prioritized, yielding new transformation T*, which in turn yields a new design. This last component is an interactive, iterative process that aims to let designers retain full control of their design’s layout while benefitting from automation.

6.2 The left side of this figure shows two designs with varying layouts, along with differing layout rules that were inferred for corresponding groups of elements. The boxes and links in these designs represent different rule types that we recognize. The right side shows a representation of the different types of layout relationships we can model between elements. Asymmetric rules (e.g., containment) are represented internally as ordered trees while symmetric rules (e.g., alignment) are represented as simple sets (see also Table 6.2).

6.3 The VLT interface showing the source layout (e.g., B), the output layout (e.g., A*), and the layout rule customization panel. This output and the original target (A) can be toggled. The layout rules dynamically update as the output canvas is updated; here they show detected horizontal and right alignment rules. There are also global and element-specific layout transfer buttons, and a per-element property transfer based on that element’s matched element. This also works for multiple selected elements, grouping alike values.

6.4 An output gallery of layouts made with VLT. Each column shows (in order from columns 1-4): the source or inspiring layout (B), the target input design (A), the fully automatic result of globally applying layout transformation rules to the entire design, and the final output design iteratively made with VLT’s range of semantic editing designer controls.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Figure 1.1: Early forms of visual media (L: cave paintings, R: stone etchings).

Vision and imagery are crucial aspects of communicating information. Humans have a rich history of creating techniques for generating images to convey or express information. Stemming back to the earliest cave paintings\(^1\) and hieroglyphics\(^2\) to modern printed and electronic visual arts and forms, visual communication long has been a cornerstone of history; of encoding parts of the human experience and findings into a more lasting format.

Coupled with this long history of visual media is a set of creative tools and techniques that enable visual and semantic depictions. These tools ranged from the paint used for painting on those cave walls and the chisel used to etch markings into stone. Modern tools for unlocking different forms of representing and storing images include the printing press, electronic computer displays and more.

\(^1\)Cave painting image source: https://bit.ly/3q94s5y
\(^2\)Hieroglyphics image source: https://bit.ly/3O5Qn0R
Entire industries have formed around the shared goal of creating, rendering, and distributing visual media. Research contributions from visualization, computer graphics, and user interface design fed into progress for visual media formats spanning print media, film projectors, computer monitors, and immersive virtual reality headsets. While media format and display technology for distributing images progressed, so did new means of shaping the visual content (e.g., graphic design tools, video editing tools). Ultimately, while these tools have enabled expression with new visual media forms, there are more than new tools to credit for this broad media transformation. There is also a nuanced iterative process that artists, designers, and authors leverage when generating visual media.

While this iterative process does start with *creation*, it also includes *reflection* and *recomposition*. Reflection serves as an opportunity to gather and evaluate feedback to see if the media feels right to the creator or is otherwise effective in its goal. Recomposition serves as means of remixing and restyling elements into a more refined creative spark as the work builds on itself. This iterative process also informs all proceeding future work. All art is at least partially derivative – creation feeds on the efforts and learnings of those before us.

This dissertation will focus on supporting this more extensive process of reflecting on and recomposing visual media, which involves collecting and integrating arranged feedback. This is an iterative refinement process that successful visual media often goes through many times. I will explicitly focus on more semantically meaningful representations of visual media (i.e., vector graphics, slide-based presentations) rather than images (grids of pixels).

---

While images are ubiquitous, these other integrated and richer forms of media are more tailored for more complex media. These formats are used broadly by designers to create different styled graphics, different layouts, and while presentations are common across a range of domains, including education, government, business, and more.

Vector graphic designs offer many benefits, which leads to their massive influence in the design sector. The first attribute is scalability, in that geometric vector graphic elements (e.g., lines, shapes, fonts) are infinitely scalable. This scalability means they can be rendered at any pixel resolution while retaining all shape information rather than becoming blurry. They can also contain embedded rasterized images, combining the best of both worlds.
Another attractive attribute is their editability – semantic information can be included in the documents directly rather than inferred afterward from a rendered image. Due to their explicit XML structure\(^5\), vector graphics can tersely represent complex images and shapes as primitives included in the SVG specification. While the specification for slide-based presentations is not as explicit in comparison, they generally consist of ordered vector graphics and dynamic media. Presentations arrange collections of shapes, text, images, and movies to align with a message or narrative that the author is crafting. Despite these formats’ general popularity and flexibility, many ways still exist to further enhance visual media with reflection and recomposition.

\(^5\text{https://www.w3.org/TR/SVG2/}\)
1.1 Contributions

This dissertation contributes research in two main areas:

- Reflection Support for Presentations (SlideSpecs):
  - SlideSpecs, a novel system for collating audience text and spoken presentation feedback which also presents a novel screenshot-based slide-detecting technique for automatic feedback contextualization.
  - Design implications for group slide-feedback interfaces derived from formative interviews and an evaluation applying SlideSpecs to eight talks across different research groups and topics and an in-depth analysis of our findings.

- Recomposition Support for Vector Graphics (VST, VLT):
  - VST, a design tool that introduces a novel user interface for interactive, user-guided, flexible style transfer for vector graphics. Its key interaction principles are: a) enabling users to edit computed correspondences at multiple levels, and b) enabling users to customize how attributes are transferred between designs across the correspondence.
  - Two VST user studies that demonstrate: a) that designers can successfully transfer styles between graphics with VST, and b) that designers without VST can spend more time and effort to produce equivalent design results.
  - A description of a pipeline for interactively optimizing visual layout transfer across designs and VLT, a novel tool that implements this pipeline, and a gallery of example vector graphics results generated with VLT.
1.2 Overview

This dissertation is organized into these remaining chapters:

Chapter 2 (Background) provides background on enhancing visual media, creating data representations across domains, finding correspondences in visual media, and key user interface components for viewing and interacting with this data.

Chapter 3 (Related Works) covers related works from creativity support tools, presentation software, and vector graphics tools.

Chapter 4 (SlideSpecs) details the findings from formative interviews around presentation preparation, technical implementation details for SlideSpecs, a system to support reflection via collecting and organizing presentation feedback, and findings from an evaluation with several research groups and classes using this project.

Chapter 5 (VST) describes VST, a system for transferring visual styles across vector graphics, a semantically-rich 2D visual format. It also showcases a system evaluation with ten designers, exploring VST’s potential to transform externally-created designs. VST shows a significant performance boost over traditional vector graphics tools.

Chapter 6 (VLT) describes VLT, a system for transferring document-level layouts across vector graphics. Design layout can be a complex constraint satisfaction problem, yet designers often match existing layouts or transform their design’s layout. VLT leverages design correspondences to facilitate this layout transfer process.

Chapter 7 (Conclusion) has a summative review of this dissertation, a restatement of the core thesis contributions, and a more in-depth reflection on steps for future work.

1.3 Authorship and Prior Publication

Multiple components of this dissertation were collaborative efforts that were previously published throughout my dissertation, including SlideSpecs at IUI 2023 [153], VST at UIST 2023 [152], and VLT at the ICML 2023 AI/HCI Workshop [154]. Though I led these projects, I greatly benefitted from my paper co-authors and their contributions: Amy Pavel, Tonya Nguyen, Maneesh Agrawala, Frederick (Kyu Won) Kim, Shuyao Zhou, and Björn Hartmann.
Chapter 2

Background

The core of this dissertation is on enhancing visual media through reflection and recom-position. This background chapter will provide an overview of the themes and ideas that motivate this dissertation’s research to provide context for the remaining chapters. I will first reflect on the general process of using multiple forms of related data in rich cross-domain representations, provide background on relating multiple forms of media via correspondence, and lastly, cover general user interface attributes and themes that span these projects.

2.1 Augmenting Media with Cross-Domain Representations

A large branch of my graduate research has been dedicated to developing and generating cross-domain representations for complex forms of data. One of the first projects I worked on, called Bifrost [96], was centered around helping electronics developers understand the relationship between their system’s code and any physical state or peripherals interfacing with their device. I also later worked on a follow-up project, WiFrost [97], which incorporated even more breadth by including networked connections. In addition to hardware and software, we looked at instrumenting routers to observe and track packets being sent along with server architecture to collect application state. This theme extended to SlideSpecs and collecting feedback across a range of sources (i.e., different audience members) and feedback types (e.g., written, spoken).

The goal here generally was to represent a complex system or process with behavior/data in multiple domains in a more meaningful and ideally more understandable representation to the developer. This process of constructing this representation to account for information spread across domains also heavily influenced the work I will present in my dissertation, despite these two projects not being part of my dissertation. I will draw out some of the higher-level takeaways from the collection of this work on cross-domain representations here.
Grounding Domain Knowledge

First, achieving success in building customized, cross-domain data representations for specific domains requires some grounding knowledge of that domain. This knowledge can be achieved by personal experience with that domain or by collaborating closely with someone working in that domain. Alternatively, if you (as a researcher and tool builder) lack domain experience, immersing yourself and gathering as much experience as possible is often quite useful. This experience can guide you toward what practitioners find important, how to interpret formative studies, and inform system design decisions. Making a new algorithm is not automatically enough to build practical tools for a given domain.

In my case, I had ample personal electronics development experience from my undergraduate research and internships (which aided with Bifrost and WiFrost) and personal experience preparing for presentations and helping others do the same (which aided with SlideSpecs). We also recruited and interviewed others working in these domains to help ground and refine our intuitions, though without these experiences directing those projects would have been far more challenging. Our personal domain experiences gave us a rough sense of the issues and types of data that working in those domains was concerned with, and how we might better collect and leverage it. This personal experience served as a rough standing and guiding force when making design decisions about what to prioritize and what types of data to collect and connect. It also helped us characterize current issues and standard processes faced by people working in these spaces.

While these are my personal experiences, I have also seen this pattern with a former labmate of mine, Eldon Schoop, who worked in ML development tools [130] – his own experience building ML systems helped him shape tools to support people learning to work in that space, or Kevin Tian who did a similar process but in the scope of computer-aided fabrication and woodworking [145]. Those seeking to create useful cross-domain representations are greatly aided by having some personal domain experience. That does not necessarily mean you need to be a domain expert to build cross-domain representations; more that having some personal experience will attune you to the most pressing, real user concerns.

Data Collection and Augmentation

Knowing the process or issues that people in a current workflow face can be informative for finding the most relevant data types/domains. However, logistics and complexity can greatly complicate collecting different types of data. For example, the expansive breadth of data that those systems measured was an essential contribution of both Bifrost [96] and Wifrost [97]. The holistic scope of ‘system performance’ they analyzed together spanned from trace-level voltage readings, microprocessor internal state variables, network routing code, and application server infrastructure handling requests. There is a significant engineering effort just to collect and group that information in an organized manner.
For SlideSpecs (Chap. 4), we collected the presented slides, the audience’s written comments, and an audio file of the group discussion (Figure 2.1). We could have even collected videos of the presentation, biometric markers, or body language, though we decided not to. Tuning the cost-benefit analysis on what to collect and omit is essential to achieving success in this cross-domain media representation task.

Data augmentation, or refining and building up data collected in a single domain, is also very relevant for having high-quality information and dense representations to show users. An example of this could be building up a more flexible representation of vector graphics that is more amenable for document comparison than the standard SVG format. In addition to the original base representation, an additional augmented form of that data becomes available that might be useful in specific tasks (like style transfer (Chap. 5) or layout transfer (Chap. 6) for scalable vector graphics).

Connecting Data across Domains

Collecting several data types does not automatically create the maximum possible utility for cross-domain representations. A larger question here stems from how the data collected across domains is actually related. In the previous electronics debugging systems I brought up, time was the critical dimension that connected relevant data. Part of the challenge of WiFrost, which spans across sub-millisecond trace-level updates and potentially seconds-long network requests, was deciding how to (a) link time stamps across domains (e.g., like a movie clapperboard linking audio and video1) and (b) represent data across different orders of timescale to enable users to make sense of what was recorded.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clapperboard
Another concrete example of connecting data across domains is SlideSpecs, where we capture and relate data across a broad range of domains. An illustration of this is shown in Figure 2.1. We record and save the discussion audio file, generate a transcript to link the audio file per transcribed word, link written comments from the presentation with spoken discussion comments, and link written comments back to the presentation slides. Here, other domains besides time become relevant for organizing and linking data – like which discussion topic or written comment to link, or which presentation slide to link.

Different domains will have unique critical ways of linking data between them. One fundamental way SlideSpecs makes feedback more useful is by recording activity behavior across domains, then developing a shared context from which both the audiences and presenters benefit. These connections allow for building and studying new interactions, highlighting the more holistic and flexible representation, and the benefits it may provide users.

Connecting data across domains is enough to build a holistic representation of a singular complex process to support reflection (e.g., preparing for presentations). However, another relevant consideration is the comparison of multiple instances of these cross-domain representations. It’s worth considering the workflow of comparing two versions of these constructed representations. In the case of SlideSpecs, beyond connecting data across domains, it may be helpful to see how feedback changes over time between practice sessions, or even for different talks over time (e.g., are my presentation skills improving over time?).

This data connection is also relevant for my dissertation’s visual media recomposition focus, detailed in Chapters 5 and 6. In addition to constructing an augmented graph-based representation of the design, we construct and leverage connections across designs to support recomposition. The following background section delves into that specifically for the domain of vector graphics.

### 2.2 Finding Correspondences Across Visual Media

There is a critical difference between building up an augmented media representation and finding ways of relating instances of media to each other. While SlideSpecs combines and connects behavior across domains to support reflection, it isn’t a design tool with the means to update the presentation, nor can it compare feedback for different versions of talks. Supporting recomposition is far better exemplified by VST and VLT, which connect and transform related elements across vector graphic designs. This relation of elements across designs is called a correspondence – essentially a mapping from one set of design elements to another. There is a fair amount of background that VST and VLT directly use to function and other highly related work that motivates this research direction, which I will detail here. First, I will cover correspondences for rich 2D designs (i.e., vector graphics, web UIs, mobile UIs), provide more details on the computation of graph-based correspondence algorithms, and then touch on rasterized image correspondence techniques.
This dissertation focuses on complex media like vector graphics and presentations, so I’ll first detail work that centers around ‘rich’ 2D designs; meaning visual media that supports editable object properties (e.g., fill, text, font). The most related work here is a project I contributed to during an internship at Adobe Research [136]. This project focused on (a) constructing a novel, graph-based augmented representation of vector graphics and (b) using this representation to match related elements across designs. This work features a graph construction method that takes a vector graphics design as an input, a graph-kernel method that computes a table of cross-design element pair similarities, and finally, an algorithm for building a correspondence from this similarity table. The base method for the graph construction represents each unique design object/element as a vertex in the graph. So, for example, each path or line of text would be considered a single vertex in this graph. Additionally, edges are added between vertices where a semantic relationship is present, like having the same color/font, having the same aligned bounding box, or semantic layout information (e.g., is left of, is above, is right of).

Figure 2.2: Rules that can be inferred within a design. These displayed rules (and more) are explored in detail by Shin et al.’s vector graphics graph walk kernel project [136].
Two main types of relationships are included in this graph construction technique. The first is element-element comparisons, where no additional context is needed to ascertain the relationship between the two elements. The other is a relational edge test, which may consist of directed or undirected edges corresponding to objects’ relative positioning. In some cases, these positional attributes are reciprocal, like being centered, and in others, they are asymmetrical (like contains vs. is contained by).

The vertex and edge kernels are also weighted based on relative frequency, with more common values/relationships having less discriminatory power. Then, a graph-walk kernel computes a numeric score based on the paths stemming from each pair of elements across designs. Finally, the element matching algorithm uses design-specific features to boost the matching results, including first iteratively matching the most uniquely similar elements.

With correspondence-based transfer tasks, even if a satisfactory match is computed between elements of two graphs, the specific sources of style that one might want to import to update their target design could vary drastically, even for the same two designs. For example, designers might import a color scheme from a certain design but not change the layout, or might want to update the font faces for a specific subheader but keep the color. The notion of a correct style transfer in this way is inherently limited, and we are left thinking about how we can do things that make style transfer tasks that would be otherwise performed manually much more effective and enable more rapid and new ideation of style concepts that otherwise might not be mixed.

While this graph-kernel-based approach is the most relevant related work, other rich media comparison tasks exist. Bricolage [76] also addresses a similar challenge but for the domain of website designs (HTML/CSS). They incorporate page segmentation to standardize document object model (DOM) tree formatting. They crowdsource ideal human mappings of elements across pages to train an edge-cost estimation network using a generalized perceptron algorithm for structured prediction [20]. Instead of graphs, websites are modeled as trees, and computing the correspondence between trees is formulated as a cost-minimization problem.

Beyond HTML websites, Rico [23] provides a dataset of mobile UIs that can be used to project designs into a constructed latent space. This latent space can then be used to retrieve other example datasets from the training corpus, generate layout options, interpolate between a pair of designs, and more. They also incorporate aspects of interactivity, which, while essential, can complicate the state required to model a user interface. With that said, vector graphics do not have the rich, structured, and labeled extensive set of available examples of website and Android apps that partially enabled these other projects’ successes.
Computing Element Connectivity

What sort of metrics or properties of these visual design elements do we care about? Ultimately, we want a general function that describes how similar a pair of two elements are. We also care about patterns: the functional grouping of multiple design elements. I’ll discuss considerations for both design aspects and strategies for computing them here.

First, we want a comparison function $C$ that takes in two design elements and yields a real numeric result that can be used as a metric for the similarity of those two elements:

$$C(d_1, d_2) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$$

To do this, we will create a transformation $T$ from the implicit space of design elements into a real higher dimension latent space:

$$T(d_i) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^N$$

Once we compute this transformation $T$, a fast comparison of two elements can simply be some distant metric between those elements (e.g., the $p$-th order Minkowski distance):

$$C(d_1, d_2) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} |T(d_1)_i - T(d_2)_i|^p \right)^{\frac{1}{p}}$$

Similar elements should remain relatively close to each other in the latent space (i.e., the transformation should be approximately linear). For example, if one were to adjust the size of a copied element, the more they were modified, the size the farther apart those elements should be in the latent space. Abstractly, we can say some minor element design transformation $DT$ should retain similarity ($\epsilon$):

$$|C(d_i, DT(d_i))| < \epsilon$$

To refine our transformation $T$, we should also include contextual information about how the element relates to other elements in the design. For example, is it the largest text element? Does it use a similar font to other elements? Is it contained by or aligned with other elements? This context can serve as a set of clues to help us refine our understanding of what ‘role’ the element under consideration plays. Given an unstructured document, how can one infer the relative relationship between different elements? We’d not only want to identify patterns within the document, but also to describe how similar a pair of patterns are. Conceptually, this is like learning a class hierarchy or set of templates that might otherwise be explicitly encoded into documents (e.g., HTML).
Comparing Graphs

The larger landscape of graph comparison techniques is worth considering as we model vector graphics designs as graphs. In addition to the graph-walk approach for vector graphics [136], earlier work also analyzed 3D virtual scenes by modeling them as a graph [34]. Here, vertices were again individual objects, though edges only represented some tangent surface touching (e.g., a lamp resting on a desk). They also used graph walks to compare the similarity of the two graphs. Outside of these works, graph machine learning focuses less on creating a correspondence between the graph’s vertices. Instead, they focus more on graph classification or similarity metrics, often where a desired class structure is known beforehand. In the case of design graph kernels, we construct edge types where the semantics of the design are not necessarily known ahead of time. Different graphs of the same visual design may encode different structural information based on their organization and layout.

We can also take inspiration from other domains that leverage graphs for computational comparison. These domains include protein analysis, social network analysis, and 3D geometric mesh analysis or defamation. In many of these techniques, the discrete Laplace operator\(^2\) is used to measure multiple degrees of connectedness between vertices, which can identify typically characterize subpatterns within the graph (e.g., an amino acid group in a larger protein). Alternatively, one might look for a key connecting figure between multiple social groups or a functional unit like a couple or a parent-child relationship. Specifically, the multiscale Laplacian graph kernel [71] introduces an idea of a feature-based Laplace graph kernel that enables the Laplacian operator to be applied to graphs with different numbers of vertices. This enables operation on graph pairs of different sizes, essential for any transfer-type task. Feature Laplace graph kernels project the joint Laplacian matrices into a shared basis between the two graphs, enabling their direct comparison. More recent approaches leverage the embedded Laplacian distance [142] and embedded Wasserstein distance [70] to characterize graphs.

Comparing Images

Computer screens are 2D, meaning any visual media rendered onto them has a corresponding 2D (image) representation. While element hierarchy information is available in vector graphics and presentations, the techniques discussed so far have primarily omitted this while matching. We can explore image-based techniques for determining semantic connections between two pieces of visual media. Creating correspondences (connected points across images) is one of the most fundamental challenges in computer vision. Many approaches look at per-pixel image values or identified features and measure how those points vary between related images. Correspondences enable popular camera features to create panoramas with a perspective outside of a single camera’s viewbox. This can also be extended to movies with

\(^2\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_Laplace_operator
retention across frames for consistent shots without camera cuts. It also enables semantic keypoint tracking\(^3\) like facial or body movement.

In computer vision, techniques like InstructPix2Pix [10] have made remarkable progress in pixel-based image transformation. Still, vector graphic renderings remain an untapped representation for the recomposition of media. This is partially true due to the lack of high-quality labeled example data, the time required to create SVGs or other vector graphics, and the relative difficulty of applying automatic techniques to a more complex image representation than a group of pixels. Some techniques for generating rich 2D media from images or text [61, 93] may change this as more example sets become available. This work seeks to leverage some automatic raster-based style transfer techniques that have revolutionized media creation and expression in the vector graphic design space while retaining and leveraging the contextual information that rich 2D media can include.

Previous research has integrated image-based comparisons for UI design tasks by introducing a screen correspondence approach that focused on mapping interchangeable elements between user interfaces [161]. This approach involves screen categorization and employs a UI Element Encoder to reason about the relative positions of UI elements. For UI layout, the Spotlight model [84] adopts a vision-language approach. This model takes a combination of inputs, including a screenshot, a region of interest, and a text description of the task. These inputs are processed using a multi-layer perceptron and a transformer model, resulting in a weighted attention output. The output of the Spotlight model can be utilized for UI design tasks like widget captioning and screen summarization.

### 2.3 UI for Augmentation and Correspondence

Relevant to both visual media reflection and recomposition is bridging the gulfs of evaluation and execution [105] from correspondences and their related media. Viewing, understanding, and modifying identified data augmentations and correspondences is critical. This goal is generally achieved with domain-specific user interfaces and visualizations. Domain-specific views and controls exist for both visual data augmentations (building up additional useful representations) and correspondences (relating two pieces of visual media together).

For this dissertation, **SlideSpecs** serves as a binding interface for the augmented data representation that spans across domains. In contrast, **VST** and **VLT** serve as examples of interfaces for interacting with and leveraging correspondences across instances of media. These systems and their related user interfaces are discussed in detail throughout Ch. 4-6. Here, I will outline the more general features that user interfaces for supporting data augmentation and correspondence should contain.

---

\(^3\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale-invariant_feature_transform
Augmentation

For visual media augmentation, user interfaces often overlay generated or collected tags or points of interest onto the scene. User interfaces for matching standard templates (e.g., facial key points) may directly overlay relevant data on the matched image. Another automatic feature point detection algorithm, SIFT, can identify points of interest and often plot them directly over the image. Other times, object masking and object segmentation can be overlaid to inform the author of their generated data augmentation results. Note that these features should also ideally be composable, meaning their functionality should overlap and enhance each other’s power. Core interface features for supporting media augmentation include:

Bidirectional Links (Across Domains) Data points connected across domains should be able to toggle or highlight other related activity across domains in either direction.

Filtering Being able to focus on a subset of the cross-domain data representation for deeper inspection (e.g., view comments on a specific slide or from a time range).

Sorting Being able to sort aspects of the cross-domain representation by computed inherent (e.g., by scores, authors, timestamp) attributes of the data.

Correspondence

Given the comparative lack of 1-1 pixel-based connection that single images provide for presenting augmented data, there is a more varied set of approaches for visual media correspondence. For stitching images of a shared scene together (e.g., like a panorama), multiple common keypoints are set across the image to compute corrections across them. Core interface features for supporting media correspondences include:

Bidirectional Links (Across Media) Corresponding elements across visual media should be displayed and be able to highlight other related data points (e.g., related elements).

Similar Selections Given a distance metric for elements, interfaces should be able to query similar elements ‘by example’ – or based on a demonstrated user selection.

Composite Views Where possible, media should be overlaid to make visually distinguishing differences and relations between media spatially explicit (e.g., overlaying design graphics with related media, overlapping keypoints of shared images).

Results Visualization If the correspondence also powers a transformation of some type, the result should be previewed and editable (e.g., the output canvases in VST/VLT).
Chapter 3

Related Works

As this dissertation seeks to support the broad process of visual media refinement and re-composition, there is a wealth of related works. I will summarize the most related aspects of this prior research ranging from systems that support collecting and organizing feedback, generating context for verbal discussions, inferred structures in visual designs, generating novel design layouts, supporting creative processes with AI, and review a more general set of related tools for supporting vector graphics design.

3.1 Collecting and Organizing Feedback

One of the key elements of enabling reflection is to collect and organize feedback. There are several related projects which also provide examples of this task, which I’ll detail here.

Past works have addressed providing synchronous, textual feedback written during in-class presentations [134] through a forum-style interface and critique during design reviews [107, 57, 109, 68], though they do not capture the post-presentation discussion, nor does they contextualize feedback in the presentation. While existing online slideware (e.g., Google Slides) may allow multiple users to comment on talk slides simultaneously, these platforms do not facilitate references between presentation feedback and post-presentation discussion. This research diverges from prior work by focusing on the domain of practice presentations to small groups, where long in-person discussions after the talks are common.

Prior work considered tools to improve the production and presentation of slides primarily by reducing the rigidity of linear slides, providing additional context for slide material, or slide generation tools [89, 4, 79, 138, 90, 41, 133]. Such slideware lies on a spectrum from traditional slide presentation tools (e.g., Google Slides, PowerPoint, Keynote), which provide a linear sequence of rectangular slides, to IdeaMaché [90], which allows freeform presentations in the form of a navigable collage. In between lie tools like Fly [89], NextSlide-Pleas [138], and CounterPoint [41], which each allow the user to arrange slides in a 2D
space and enable linear or branching paths through the space during presentations (to allow presentations to change dynamically based on time or audience feedback). Drucker et al. demonstrate an effective way to track presentation changes and refinements over time [29]. Other tools focus specifically on the presenter’s oration rather than general feedback [108, 3]. To increase feedback context, DynamicSlide [63] infers links across presentation videos and slides while others [114, 115] link slide text and images to presenter speech and promote accessibility. As SlideSpecs lets audiences provide feedback on uninterrupted rehearsal presentations, SlideSpecs supports any linear presentation. It also lets audiences peek forward or look back at previous slides to craft general presentation feedback.

Many systems exist for recording and reviewing critique in asynchronous and synchronous scenarios for different media (e.g., single page graphic designs [92], PDFs [170]) and audiences (e.g., crowds [92], peers [134, 74], teams [113, 107]). For instance, prior work has addressed capturing and organizing critiques [92, 159, 134, 107, 113] primarily in asynchronous settings where all communication is mediated through the critique interface. However, one unique aspect of practice talks is the synchronous setting in which all participants see the talk simultaneously and then discuss feedback post-presentation. Past work has studied in-person collaboration on creative tasks [155], the use of Google Docs for providing feedback in classes [134], and the use of Google Docs compared to in-person meetings for design collaboration [64].

Using SlideSpecs, audience members write critiques using real-time messaging on a shared chat channel, promoting specific critiques and threaded conversations. Researchers have also suggested techniques for improving peer and novice feedback, including introducing rubrics [92, 74, 146], computing reviewer accuracy [19], and providing live suggestions on the feedback [38]. While these prior works focus on supporting critique from peers and providing guidance on giving better critique, our research emphasizes supporting critique in a group setting where participants often have more experience and motivation. The work that focused on helping experts provide asynchronous feedback, both in small teams [170, 171, 113] and classrooms [40], hasn’t addressed the larger question of how to organize feedback from multiple critiques across media domains. We aim to address this open question: how can we effectively support synchronous critique from an experienced audience in a group setting across multiple domains of media?

One core issue when receiving feedback is the sheer amount of feedback. Automatic text summarization performance continues to improve, enabling new possible applications [137, 135]. Text summarization techniques have been applied across many domains (outside of meetings) to help the reader, including news [78, 166], sports [104], food reviews [21], auctions [51] and email [28]. Efficient text summarization can also be applied to real-world physical documents for accessibility needs [7]. SlideSpecs provides the audience with shared context to help reduce redundant comments.
3.2 Contextualizing Verbal Discussions

As SlideSpecs helps presenters record and organize spoken critiques produced during a discussion phase, we build on prior work in supporting meeting discussions. Producing a reusable record of meeting events remains a challenging task. Early work found that meeting notetakers faced difficulties including dropping crucial facts, using uninterpretable abbreviations, finding too little time to write notes, and missing participation opportunities while note-taking [66, 157]. We also find it challenging for presenters to write down critiques during presentation feedback sessions while listening and responding to the conversation. To improve meeting recall despite spotty notes, prior work recorded the meeting and then linked handwritten [157, 18] or typed meeting notes [17] taken during the meeting to their media timestamps. Other work indexed meetings by the speaker-segmented transcript [156], by domain-specific artifacts [99, 39, 24] referenced during the meeting (e.g., slides [99]), or by automatically extracted important moments [101, 103, 82].

We investigate how to let the presenter focus on organizing text-based critiques, using the meeting transcript primarily to provide more fidelity for written critiques. To enable this, we investigate how to help the facilitator efficiently establish links between discussion segments and relevant existing text critiques during the meeting. Unlike following an agenda with few items [39] or writing notes directly [157, 18, 17], locating specific text critiques requires the facilitator to search for particular comments and the audience to promote specific comments for discussion.

Our work relates to prior work on using group discussion chats during a presentation and organizing chats for later review. Prior work on digital backchannels [95] during presentations involves either forum-style promotion of questions and feedback [134, 121, 46] or real-time chat [125, 117]. In contrast to prior work that investigated general real-time chat during a presentation, we explore the use of real-time chat to collectively generate slide critiques where threading can be used for critique elaboration rather than general chat. To use real-time comments for later review, we allow lightweight markup of text chat similar to Tilda [172, 173]. Instead of focusing on general meetings, we explore how to design lightweight tagging of comments specific to critiques (e.g., location, critique type).

3.3 Inferring Structures in Visual Designs

Researchers have used several approaches to infer underlying or implicit structures in visual designs. Traditionally, this work primarily operates on some structured representation (like HTML or SVG). For website and user interfaces, large collections of example designs have been used to characterize and infer document structure [23, 75]. Linking styles via direct manipulation and element cloning provide a clear view and control of an element’s style properties [52]. There is also work to recognize higher-level design patterns through designs
with Bayesian grammar induction [141]. For the domain of D3 visualizations, Hoque et al. map data types onto shapes/axes to help search for relevant designs [54]. Harper et al. showcase tools for deconstructing and restyling a D3 visualization by extracting the data and modifying visual attributes of marks [45].

More recent work also focuses on inferring design structure from images directly. Computer vision techniques are improving on reverse engineering user interface models from screenshots [163, 132, 32]. Similar work using vision-based methods has leveraged attention towards answering questions and understanding mobile UIs [84, 140, 131]. Reddy et al. use differentiable compositing to identify pattern instances within a design [124]. Scene graphs have also characterized structural relationships within and between 3D environments [34].

For vector graphics, Shin et al. demonstrate a technique using graph kernels to find relationships between elements of designs [136]. We leverage this preexisting automatic technique to compute a correspondence between design elements (like those shown in Fig. 5.2). The contribution of this work centers on our novel design tool that goes beyond pure algorithmic automation by enabling flexible interactions between the capabilities of such an algorithm and the designer’s high-level styling goals. This approach enables efficient editing of vector graphics by computing element-to-element correspondences at different levels of granularity. Building upon these existing approaches, our work incorporates a graph-kernel based method for inferring objects and computing correspondences across canvases. We can leverage the structural information of the designs to establish correspondences and perform efficient inference across multiple graphic designs.

Recognizing design patterns plays a crucial role in a range of layout tasks. In recent years, deep learning models have been proposed to address different aspects of vector graphics, including inference, generation, and editing [44, 5, 88, 61, 93, 80]. For UI design tasks specifically, previous research introduced a screen correspondence approach that focused on mapping interchangeable elements between user interfaces [161]. This approach involves screen categorization and employs a UI Element Encoder to reason about the relative positions of UI elements. In the domain of UI layout understanding, the Spotlight model [84] adopts a vision-language approach. This model takes a combination of inputs, including a screenshot, a region of interest, and a text description of the task. These inputs are processed using a multi-layer perceptron and a transformer model, resulting in a weighted attention output. The output of the Spotlight model can be utilized for various UI design tasks (e.g., widget captioning, screen summarization).
3.4 Generating Design Layouts

Prior works have explored different approaches for layout generation and manipulation. Datasets such as Rico [23] and WebUI [162] can be used for training probabilistic generative models of UI layouts. Recent approaches explored transformer-based models in generating layouts [83, 2, 72]. With Im2Vec, researchers used differentiable rasterization to vectorize raster images and interpolate between them [123]. Others learned implicit hierarchical representations for vector graphics to aid generation tasks, though they have focused on simpler designs (e.g., fonts) [14, 91]. For layout transfer task, the Bricolage algorithm [76] employed a technique for generating mappings between Web pages by dividing them into significant regions and rearranging the elements to reflect parent-child relationships within a tree structure. However, it specifically focuses on HTML/CSS content and does not encompass visual layout transfer for vector graphics. Also, the wealth of example website designs that Bricolage could leverage for training is comparatively scarce for vector graphics.

DesignScape provides users with layout suggestions, improving the efficiency of brainstorming designs [106]. Li et al. used the idea of Generative Adversarial Networks and proposed a differentiable wireframe rendering layer, specifically improving alignment sensitivity and better visibility of overlapping elements [85]. Ye et al. [167] proposed Penrose that aimed to create mathematical diagrams using a layout engine that compiled code into layout configurations with the least overall energy while satisfying constraints and objectives. Cheng et al. [16] presented a latent diffusion model PPlay and conditioned on user input guidelines to generate UI layouts. Chai et al. [15] introduced the LayoutDM framework, which utilized a transformer-based diffusion model to generate layouts by representing each layout element using geometric and categorical attributes. This model employed a conditional denoising diffusion probabilistic model to gradually map samples from a prior distribution to the actual distribution of the layout data. Like Chai et al. [15], Naoto et al. [56] utilized diffusion models to generate layouts. Additionally, Dayama et al. [22] proposed an interactive layout transfer system that allowed users to transfer draft designs to predefined layout templates. Their approach relied on an interactive user interface and an existing library of layout templates. However, the system required that the component types be predefined and rigidly categorized as either headings, containers, or content. Our tool can transfer the user-input target layout onto the source design while retaining layout rules and consistency inferred from the designs, giving more flexibility for design tasks.

3.5 Supporting Creative Processes with AI

While automation is powerful, gracefully integrating it into existing creative practices demands care. Regarding working with AI as a design material, scholars have elaborated on the need for retaining control [127, 169, 139, 112, 147]. For GUI design, Dayama et al. present a method for interactive layout transfer, where the layout of a source design is transferred
automatically using a selected template layout while complying with relevant guidelines [22]. In photography, researchers have provided mechanisms for guiding photographers to optimize image aesthetics [77] and to find ideal portrait lighting conditions [31]. Goal-oriented transformations can also be applied to existing designs (e.g., improving accessibility) [174] or to produce alternative designs for different viewports [53].

Our rationale for using element relationships between designs as a primary mechanism for transfer is that this mirrors how designers tend to work already when manually transferring styles. Highly related to our line of work are feedforward and example-driven corrections. Feedforward work refers to showing the user the output or result of their action before it happens—a preview of applying different interface actions [149, 27, 65]. For example, OctoPocus provides dynamic guidance to bolster users’ ability to learn stroke-based gestures [6]. Example-driven corrections and interaction models like those in FlashMeta [118] or programming-by-demonstration disambiguation models [94] provide alternative techniques that address similar problems.

Feedforward and inherent feedback can promote UI element functionality understanding to users, though computing this information fast enough for live, interactive contexts can be challenging. With that said, cluing in authors on the impact of their actions is valuable. For example, the Lightspeed rendering pipeline enabled interactive prototyping of professional 3D graphics, enabling more design variation exploration [120]. One approach might leverage lower-fidelity previews of variations when interacting with automation, such as design galleries [81]. We avoid using design galleries as our early prototypes showed the varying complexity and breadth were visually overwhelming.

Example-based corrections generate a program that satisfies all demonstrated changes, iteratively growing more complex. Example-based style retargeting for websites provides a successful analog to vector graphic style transfer in HTML/CSS [76, 8]. Example galleries can effectively support open-ended design authoring, where styles come from potentially multiple sources [81]. While the document-object-model hierarchy is essential to styling web pages, such grouping structures and labels are entirely optional and often absent in vector graphics. Groups may be constructed arbitrarily (e.g., for editing convenience) rather than having any consistent semantic meaning. Designers can encode hierarchical information through groups but frequently opt to style elements directly [127]. Vector graphics present a unique challenge regarding general, interactive style transfer.

While automatic style transfer techniques can generate impressive image transformations, they are generally functional as theme selections. Due to the broad range of shape primitives, graphic designs do not immediately lend themselves to this document-level style transfer approach. The selective extraction and transfer of specific styles are too precise to be encoded in a one-dimensional slider [58, 62]. The variations of vector designs also make mapping onto an otherwise standard template difficult (e.g., facial key points) [144].
Additionally, text can be used to edit image content and style directly [10]. While layout is not our tool’s focus, prior work highlights optimization techniques that can be used to automatically format text documents [55]. ImagineNet restyles mobile apps with neural style transfer and updating assets in place [33]. To be stylized with image-based techniques, vector graphics must first be rasterized, losing future object-level awareness and scaling abilities.

The state of the art in automatic vector generation includes leveraging pixel-based diffusion models [61] by leveraging a differentiable vector graphics representation [88]. DeepSVG uses GANs to generate and interpolate between SVG icons and shares a large-scale SVG dataset [14]. Kotovenko et al. model a painting using discrete strokes to recreate style transfer better [73]. Within font, some work shows the possibility of even inferring and transferring style between font glyphs [25, 91]. These techniques often give users little to no control of how the style is transferred. Our work focuses on optimizing the potential value that these automatic approaches can provide by introducing meaningful high-leverage interactions to customize and control generated output while retaining the core vector graphics representation that designers are familiar with working with.

### 3.6 Vector Graphics Design Tools

Several techniques for authoring and transforming vector graphics design exist and inform this work. Object-Oriented Drawing introduces a new way to create and style elements directly on the canvas [164]. DataInk supports cloning and binding user-generated symbols to data, facilitating lightweight restyling [165]. Sketch-n-Sketch links drawing code and vector graphics, letting users directly edit the SVG in a canvas, modifying the code which generates it [49]. For mathematical diagramming, Penrose uses layout energy-minimization techniques coupled with a language for specifying explicit styles and content of what to render [168]. Falx uses user demonstrations and program synthesis to create new visualizations [151]. Existing tools can even convert web designs into a vector layout [26].

Para supports binding procedural art generation constraints with graphics, including cases where there are many-to-many constraints [60]. A follow-up project, Dynamic Brushes, combined procedural programming into brush behavior and design, enabling more custom expression [59]. Other design tools have looked at supporting design layout [67, 106], fashion [148] and design coloring [176, 48], or using AI as a source of variation when creating [30, 80]. To understand and improve the legibility of the brushes’ dynamic behavior, researchers created inspection tools for this authoring process [86]. However, this past research focuses more on procedural art creation rather than style transfer between existing graphics.
Chapter 4

SlideSpecs

Presenters often collect audience feedback through practice talks to refine their presentations. In formative interviews, we find that although text feedback and verbal discussions allow presenters to receive feedback, organizing that feedback into actionable presentation revisions remains challenging. Feedback may lack context, be redundant, and be spread across various emails, notes, and conversations. To collate and contextualize both text and verbal feedback, we present *SlideSpecs*.

*SlideSpecs* lets audience members provide text feedback (e.g., ‘font too small’) while attaching an automatically detected context, including relevant slides (e.g., ‘Slide 7’) or content tags (e.g., ‘slide design’). *SlideSpecs* also records and transcribes spoken group discussions that commonly occur after practice talks and facilitates linking text critiques to relevant discussion segments. Finally, presenters can use *SlideSpecs* to review all text and spoken feedback in a single contextually rich interface (e.g., relevant slides, topics, and follow-up discussions).

We demonstrate the effectiveness of *SlideSpecs* by deploying it in eight practice talks with a range of topics and purposes and reporting our findings. When surveyed, 85% of presenters and reporting audience members indicated they would like to use *SlideSpecs* again. Presenters reported that using *SlideSpecs* improved their feedback organization, provided valuable context, and reduced redundancy. A version of *SlideSpecs* for providing presentation feedback is available at: https://slidespecs.berkeley.edu/.

---

This work presented in this chapter was first published in Warner et al. as *SlideSpecs: Automatic and Interactive Presentation Feedback Collation* in the 2023 Proceedings of IUI, the ACM Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces [153].
4.1 Introduction

Presentations are a foundational way of sharing information with others across education, business, science, and government. Unfortunately, there are also abundant examples of ineffective or even misleading talks. Presenters obviously want to share the best version of their ideas as clearly as possible – so what goes wrong?

SlideSpecs supports presenters in three phases: Presentation, Discussion, and Review. During the Presentation, SlideSpecs collates audience text critiques referencing talk slides, feedback tags, or other critiques. During the Discussion, the interface records and transcribes the discussion audio. Participants can easily reference previous critiques, and a facilitator annotates discussion topics. During Review, SlideSpecs provides presenters with rich contextual data that links the feedback gathered from both previous phases.

Preparing an effective presentation takes time and work. The more a skilled presenter makes it look easy, the more work and talk revisions they’ve likely done beforehand. When you consider the potential broader impact of a talk, this work is justified. A 20-minute talk for a 60-person audience (e.g., a reasonable conference talk) consumes 20 hours of audience time. Talk videos can reach an even broader – a 600-view video of that same talk takes 200 hours of viewer time [9]. When framed this way, the time and work spent refining presentations are more clearly justified.

To improve the effectiveness of slide presentations, presenters often give practice talks to live audiences and receive presentation critiques. Presenters may receive feedback from audience members through discussion after the presentation and written text critiques (e.g., shared notebook, email).
To leverage audience feedback, presenters must record and distill critiques from an open-ended discussion, recall critiques and their corresponding contexts (e.g., relevant slides, audience-suggested solutions), and organize comments across multiple authors and mediums. Each task is challenging and potentially error-prone, especially given a limited amount of time for discussion and clarification. Presenters may lose track of relevant feedback, leaving potentially valuable critiques unaddressed.

To understand the presenters’ challenges when refining talks, we conducted formative interviews with 14 participants. Received feedback ranged in scope (e.g., specific to a single slide vs. general presenting tips) and subject (e.g., slide design, narrative). Spoken feedback during and after the practice talk provided opportunities for discussion and clarification; however, bandwidth was limited (e.g., how many issues can be raised), individual discussions may not make the best use of the entire audience’s time, and public discussion could bias or inhibit other audience feedback. Alternatively, audience members sometimes shared written text feedback with the presenter either privately (e.g., an email, index cards) or publicly (e.g., a shared online document). Text feedback provides a written record of critiques and offers more space to share concerns. Both verbal and written feedback benefit these presenters, but capturing critique context and organizing feedback across sources into a more valuable and accessible form remains challenging.

To support the automatic and interactive collation of audience feedback, we present SlideSpecs (Figure 5.1). SlideSpecs supports three common phases in the presentation revision process: (A) Presentation, (B) Discussion, and (C) Review.

In (A), the Presentation, the presenter uses their preferred slide software while the audience uses the SlideSpecs feedback-providing interface (Figure 4.2). This interface shows the talk slides, the speaker’s current position within the slide deck, and the other audience critiques (optionally). Audience members can write critiques, include relevant scope, provide their critique’s subject, reply to other comments, and flag other critiques for agreement or further discussion.

In (B), the post-talk Discussion, the presenter and audience can use the discussion interface to guide and capture conversations (Figure 4.4). SlideSpecs records and transcribes the conversation, including elaborating on existing comments and new critiques the audience may raise. A talk facilitator can dynamically associate each spoken audience comment with an existing text comment or designate the comment as a new point of critique (Figure 4.5).

In (C), the feedback Review, presenters access a contextualized record of all critiques from (A) and (B) in the reviewing interface. This interface shows transcribed discussion segments and displays these transcripts alongside relevant linked text critiques and discussion topics. Presenters can also sort, filter, and search all feedback with keywords, slide numbers, tags, and agree/discuss votes. The automatically generated context, transcribed discussion
segments, and audience-contributed tags help presenters better understand their critique and revise their talk accordingly.

**SlideSpecs** is the first system to collate and contextualize synchronously generated text and spoken presentation critiques in a unified interface. SlideSpecs collects and contextualizes text and verbal critiques across both practice presentations and group discussions. SlideSpecs uses a live group-chat style interface with lightweight tagging for feedback to support elaboration on other audience member critiques (Figure 4.2). SlideSpecs also provides a flexible set of filtering and sorting tools that presenters can apply to feedback across the entire process of practicing their talks.

To assess how using SlideSpecs affects presenters’ ability to leverage critiques for talk revision, we evaluate SlideSpecs across the presentation, discussion, and review phases (Figure 4.3). We demonstrate the effectiveness of SlideSpecs by deploying it in eight practice presentations (Table 4.1) and reporting our findings. We also reflect on several future benefits that further automation and text summarization may provide presenters (Chap. 7.2). Presenters reported that using SlideSpecs improved feedback organization, provided valuable context, and reduced redundancy. 85% of presenters and reporting audience members expressed interest in using SlideSpecs in the future.

Our contributions include:

- Design implications for slide-feedback interfaces derived from formative interviews
- SlideSpecs, a novel system for collating audience text and spoken presentation feedback
- A screenshot-based slide-detecting technique for automatic feedback contextualization
- An evaluation of SlideSpecs in eight talks across different research groups/topics

### 4.2 Formative Study: Existing Practices

**Method**

To learn more about existing practices for giving and receiving feedback on presentations, we analyzed existing guides for creating presentations and interviewed 14 presenters (N1-14). We found these presenters via university mailing lists that connect a wide range of domains. Our participant presenters represented a range of fields (e.g., AI, HCI, Optimization and Testing, Design, Student Government) and eventual talk venues (e.g., company presentations, conferences, workshops, job talks). All the presenters we talked to also provided feedback to others on practice talks in the past. Specifically, we asked presenters a
Figure 4.2: An overview of the SlideSpecs feedback-providing interface. In the Slides Pane, a detailed slide image view is shown (A), and hovering over the smaller slide thumbnails (B) temporarily updates the large image, current slide (A), allowing users to scan over talk slides. Audience members can select these thumbnails to attach their comments to designated presentation slides (C). In the Comments Pane, the interface features different ways of sorting the comments (D), a list of tags contained by comments, and a text area entering feedback. Last, the interface displays a live-updating list of the audience’s comments (E), which includes comment metadata (i.e., comment author, creation time, and slides referenced).

A series of questions to find out: What are the benefits and drawbacks of methods currently used to give and receive feedback on practice presentations?

We recorded the audio of these formative interviews. We then categorized and reviewed participant answers into role (e.g., audience member, presenter), phase (e.g., feedback, discussion, revision), and type (text vs. spoken) before summarizing the categorized notes in our findings.
Figure 4.3: SlideSpecs supports three phases (presentation, discussion, and review) and three distinct participant roles (presenter, audience, and facilitator). The presenter delivers their practice presentation while audience members and the facilitator share comments using the Presentation Interface (A). During the discussion (B), the presenter and audience discuss feedback while the facilitator annotates the discussion. The presenter later reviews all feedback at their leisure in the Review Interface (C).

Findings

Presentation Feedback Sources

Participants reported using methods for giving and receiving feedback that fell into one or more of the following categories: (1) text feedback on the slide deck alone, (2) personal or shared text feedback during the practice talk (e.g., personal notes, email, Google Docs, shared whiteboard), and (3) spoken feedback at the end of the practice talk (e.g., in-person or via video conferencing). Two participants mentioned pre-talk slide deck feedback (slide design and story critique only); all but one mentioned in-session text feedback (6 using shared text feedback); all participants received spoken feedback. Most participants reported gathering feedback across all possible scopes, though one only sought feedback focused on the work itself (rather than any presentation-specific feedback).

Text Feedback

Participants mentioned that more audience members contributed to a larger quantity and diversity of feedback when using a shared text medium (e.g., Google Docs or shared whiteboard) or personal text notes (corroborating Jung et al. [64]). Reflecting on the quantity and content of text feedback, N3 noted that such feedback is more critical, can be a bit meaner, but that’s important and even better since it’s being given to help. Participants also mentioned preferring text feedback, particularly for specific lower-level critiques, as major feedback might require discussion: High level structural feedback wasn’t useful in comments because I couldn’t ask what they meant. (N2), the discussion gives presenters a better sense of what the audience is confused about (N8).

Participants reported that when preparing personal notes to deliver critiques, they take
rough notes during the presentation, refining the notes (e.g., rephrasing, ideating solutions, or removing comments brought up in discussion) before sharing them. For instance, N7 mentioned that her initial text notes are harsh and blunt and have to be reframed before sending them to the presenter for their review. On the other hand, when crafting shared notes, some participants focused all their time on the initial comment but did not revisit comments to revise before sharing them, reporting it feels like the responsibility of the presenter at that point (N14).

In addition, participants noted that in providing shared feedback, they still regulated their text feedback in the presence of other group members either to avoid the judgment of senior members (evaluation apprehension [155]) or to avoid duplicate work: I had the feeling that everyone was doing the same thing but better (N12), the advisor knows better (N2). Some participants found the shared feedback to be distracting or discouraging or spent time reading senior member feedback purposefully to learn how to provide feedback: First feedback session, didn’t write a single thing, but I read a lot of the feedback because I don’t know how to give feedback on this type of work...everyone is having all of these insights, but I’m not. (N11). Group dynamics influence the feedback process.

**Verbal Feedback**

Participants mentioned finding that verbal feedback provides the most opportunity for discussion: way more effective than Google Docs back and forth (N1). Still, it was very time-limited as only one speaker could voice ideas at a time (production blocking [155]). Participants emphasized that especially in time-limited scenarios, the most senior participants spoke most: the feedback process is almost like, oh the most senior person or the most opinionated person gives a high-level overview. Everyone else echoes and then adds on. (N5) With limited time, and senior participants speaking, participants cited that most spoken feedback consisted of high-level or delivery feedback: More high-level feedback with structure (N3), with the exception of lengthy in-person slide walk-through sessions or interrupting questions: in my research group, there’s a big culture of asking questions mid-talk (N6). When in the role of giving feedback, participants mentioned that they considered several issues when considering whether to provide spoken feedback: how other participants may perceive their feedback: you want to be astute about it (N13), the importance of their feedback to improving the talk: Structure, flow, there has to be a story that’s going on (N9), their familiarity with the subject, number of times speaking: I don’t want to monopolize the conversation, once I say my two things (N13), and the ease of communicating a critique (e.g., whether the relevant slide appeared on screen).

**Revision Process**

When recording notes, both in the case of providing and receiving feedback, participants mentioned that they sometimes forget the relevant context of notes (e.g., what slide, what content, which audience member). But, presenters found such context important when
revising the presentation. When addressing feedback, participants suggested prioritizing based on several factors: (1) importance or trustworthiness of feedback author, (2) ease of fixing the problem (e.g., typos, font choice), (3) importance of the problem to overall argument, (4) Slide order (e.g., start with Slide 1), and (5) ease of remembering suggested problems (e.g., fix the problems that you remember first, and then go back to document to fill in the gaps). Most presenters formally organized their comments before revision: I make a to-do list after I synthesize all comments (N8), a to-do list and cross out items that are finished (N7), organized by a PM on google docs (N1). More experienced presenters expressed more selectivity in addressing comments: I just think about the notes I was given and try to catch the issues when I practice (N3). For those that organized their received feedback, the messiness (e.g., their own quickly handwritten or typed discussion notes or the group’s shared notes) and feedback source disparity (e.g., spread across emails) was a common complaint.

Classifying Critiques

In addition to our formative interviews, we also analyzed several existing guides for creating and giving effective presentations [143, 126, 102, 9]. We use each guideline from these guides as a possible source of critique. Two defining dimensions for critiques emerged from analyzing these guides: scope and subject.

Scope

Critiques often reference one of four types of locations in a slide presentation: a single slide (e.g., The results slide contains too much text), a contiguous set of slides (e.g., the motivation section could be shortened), a non-contiguous set of slides (e.g., switch the position of these two slides), or the entire talk (e.g., pause more often). We refer to critiques about any subset of slides as local and critiques about the whole presentation as global.

Subject

Presentation feedback falls into four main subject categories: content, slide design, story, and delivery. Content comments address the core of the presented work (e.g., consider interviewing the people that used your system). Such comments may express ideas or concerns about the work, but they also may reflect a misunderstanding or need for clarification within the presentation. Slide design addresses the visual layout of slide content, the amount of slide content, and consistency across slides. Story covers presentation structure, supporting examples, argument, and audience-presentation-fit. Delivery addresses aspects of giving the talk, including the script, the speed of narration, and gestures or body positioning. A comment in any of these categories may be positive (e.g., great use of color!) or critical (e.g., I don’t understand this example). These category labels are not mutually exclusive.
4.3 Design Implications

We discuss design implications determined from prior work and our formative work, then discuss our approach to addressing these implications with SlideSpecs. Grounded in our formative analysis, we present five key implications for designs in the space of recording and organizing presentation feedback:

**Support existing workflows for group feedback.**

Formative interviews reveal that groups provide feedback at different times (e.g., before, during, or after the presentation), using different media (e.g., text, spoken, digital, written), and with varying levels of privacy (e.g., public to group/private). Preserving a group’s social processes is advantageous in new technology adoption (Grudin’s third principle [43]), though this can drastically limit the space of acceptable designs. A balance should be struck between adapting to existing processes and effectively organizing feedback from diverse inputs.

**Support a variety of critique contexts.**

The context of feedback (e.g., authorship, critique type, slide) aids critique comprehension and prioritization during revision. Presenters and presentation guidelines reveal several important contextual features, and presenters will value these features differently.

**Mitigate audience attention demands.**

Audience members already manage multiple challenging tasks when providing feedback, including comprehending talk content, identifying critical issues, composing feedback, and managing social expectations. While audience members may be best suited to provide additional information about their critiques, a challenge exists in balancing any extra effort with present cognitive demands, especially as audience members are not always the primary beneficiary of the work [43].

**Organize gathered feedback into action items.**

Most presenters use a distilled list of action items to revise their presentation. However, they generally receive feedback via blocks of raw text and an open-ended, non-linear discussion of presentation issues. A design should support transforming these disparate inputs (e.g., text critiques and non-linear discussion) into usable, distinct action items.

**Reduce note-taking demands.**

Currently, presenters mainly capture and organize their critiques from discussions by taking notes. However, note-taking is demanding and error-prone: a well-documented challenge due to the high cognitive load of note-taking [110, 116, 158]. As the presenter frequently
participates in post-presentation discussions, they are suited particularly poorly to take high-quality, contextually vivid discussion notes.

4.4 Collating Feedback with SlideSpecs

With these design implications in mind, we developed SlideSpecs. SlideSpecs supports collating presentation feedback across three observed practice talk phases: the presentation, the post-presentation discussion and the feedback review (Figure 4.3). First, the SlideSpecs presentation interface records and contextualizes audience text critiques and facilitates audience collaboration with a lightweight tagging scheme and reply mechanism (Figure 4.2). The post-presentation discussion interface surfaces relevant text critiques to inform verbal discussions (Figure 4.4), and helps a facilitator to link discussion segments to related critiques (Figure 4.5). The review interface then lets presenters all collated feedback alongside the corresponding context (e.g., slides, discussion, topic) and a transcript of linked discussion segments (Figure 4.6).

Presentation Phase

SlideSpecs lets presenters upload a PDF of their presentation slides, and the system generates a thumbnail image for each slide in the presentation. To allow the audience to provide and organize text feedback (e.g., by author, by slide) during the presentation, SlideSpecs features a feedback-providing interface (Figure 4.2). The Slides Pane lets audience members view and select relevant slides for critique and the Comments Pane lets audience members provide their comments and view and interact with other audience comments.

Slides Pane

Audience members can view and attach feedback to presentation slides with the slide pane (Figure 4.2a, b, c). By hovering over a slide, audience members may view each slide in greater detail. Audience members can also select a set of slides to attach their comments to reference (Figure 4.2a, b, c). In this case, the audience member selects a range of slides (e.g., slides 7-11 & 42) for their feedback to reference (Figure 4.2b, c). If a comment references specific slides, the slide numbers will appear alongside the comment in the comment pane. By default, the slides pane displays the current slide, or the slide most recently matched to a presenter screenshot (Figure 4.2a).

Comment Pane

The comment pane lets the audience share their feedback within a comment field (Figure 4.2d), marked “add feedback here.” SlideSpecs detects the currently presented slide (details in Section 4.5), allowing the audience to contextualize their feedback automatically.
After sharing a comment, it appears in the comment list (Figure 4.2e) along with the author’s name (Molly), the time the comment was shared (12:44 pm), and any referenced slides (e.g. slides 68-73). To attribute explicit categories, the audience can include tags in the comment’s body (e.g., #slidedesign, #delivery, & #story). Audience members can interact with shared comments by writing a reply, agreeing with the comment, and flagging a comment for discussion. The comments pane also features a focus mode, which only shows self-authored comments.

**Discussion Phase**

After the presenter finishes their talk, the discussion interface supports records and links the group discussion through two views: the participant view and the facilitator view. The audience and the presenter use the participant view, which links to the feedback providing interface. The discussion view can be seen by the presenter and audience and shows all comments marked for discussion (Figure 4.4). A single audience member acts as the facilitator, who handles marking which comments as they are discussed. The facilitator view allows recording and transcribing discussion audio and marking new comments for discussion (Figure 4.5).

**Discussion Participant View**

To help audience members and the presenter select comments for discussion, SlideSpecs features a participant view that can be projected onto the presentation screen. The participant view contains the slides pane (as in Figure 4.2) to ease slide referencing and a list of comments marked for discussion by the audience. By default, comments are shown in a To Discuss list until the group addresses them. Audience members may mark comments to discuss by flagging the comment on their personal UI.

**Discussion Facilitator View**

SlideSpecs uses a human facilitator efficiently handle searching and marking discussion topics in the specialized and technical domains we studied. A purely algorithmic solution could potentially automatically cross-correlate verbal and written comments, though supporting jargon-dense technical research domains remains hard. The facilitator uses a unique view to record the discussion audio and to mark when specific audience comments are being discussed. The timing information captured about when comments were discussed can be leveraged later by the presenter in the review interface. Each comment status is linked to the participant view so that when a comment is marked as being “discussed” by the facilitator, each participant’s view also updates.

To quickly find relevant comments for discussion, the facilitator can leverage the list of comments flagged for discussion or create a new topic. The facilitator can also edit a topic’s
Figure 4.4: The Discussion Participant interface. (A) The slide pane detail view. (B) The listing of slide thumbnails, which also allows discussion participants to tag and filter comments by a specific slide. (C) Comments currently under discussion. These are synced with the comments shown in Fig. 4.5B. (D) Comments queued for discussion, initially populated by comments that the audience marked for discussion. (E) Comments already discussed. Once the facilitator marks these comments as discussed, they move into this section.

content to better match the discussion, given the facilitator will not often be sure what will be discussed ahead of time. The text input here doubles as a search box: when its text is updated, any comments with matching content or metadata are shown below the input as suggested topics for discussion. Multiple comments can be marked as being “discussed” at once, allowing for more leniency on the facilitator’s timing as discussions don’t always follow clear topic demarcations. These features serve to reduce the number of duplicate questions and topics, which can streamline the presenter’s review process. Existing AI-based NLP techniques could help alleviate the task burden placed on the human facilitator during this phase. This includes finding comments related to the ongoing spoken discussion and summarizing redundant comments. These exciting directions are all further discussed in our future work section (Sec. 7.2).

Review Phase

SlideSpecs includes a reviewing interface to let the presenter efficiently review feedback. The reviewing interface features (A) an audio player/waveform, (B) the slides pane, (C) the discussion transcript, and (D) a sorting/filtering pane coupled with the complete comments list and the list of each discussed comment. The presenter can use the transcript to index into part of the discussion: clicking on a word will start playing the audio file at that point.
Figure 4.5: The *Discussion Facilitator* interface. (A) A microphone button to toggle audio capture and a visualizer for the audio input to verify that the discussion audio is active. The text entry below the audio controls can submit new discussion comments and works as a search tool to find relevant comments. (B) The “discussing” pane shows comments actively being discussed. These comments sync with the discussion participant view. (C) Comments queued up for discussion. (D) Previously discussed comments.

Additionally, every discussed comment can start playing the audio for the time range that it was discussed and features a trimmed version of the transcript for that time range. The discussion audio can be played back at 1x, 1.5x, or 2x speed. To let the presenter view the slides and tags that received the most comments, we overlay the number of comments on each slide in the slide pane. The interface displays the number of comments with each tag in the sorting and filtering pane (Figure 4.6).

### 4.5 Implementation

An overview of SlideSpecs’ architecture is shown in Figure 4.7, which highlights the SideSpecs data processing pipelines. We describe our slide-matching, web interface, facilitator search, and transcription implementations. The source code for this application is available online: [https://github.com/BerkeleyHCI/SlideSpecs](https://github.com/BerkeleyHCI/SlideSpecs).

**Slide Matching**

To automatically provide relevant location hints for feedback, SlideSpecs predicts the currently active talk slide. We leverage color histogram information matching and optical character recognition for the presenter’s screen. While presentation software keeps track of the active slide, presenters used a wide range of presentation tools (observed in Section 4.2: PowerPoint, Keynote, PDF, HTML/JS). This variety makes authoring a uniform plugin to
Figure 4.6: The *Review* interface. (A) The audio waveform from the verbal discussion is shown along with playback and speed controls. Users can scrub and jump directly on the waveform to navigate through the audio file. (B) The slides pane. Clicking on a slide allows filtering the visible comments to only those which refer to the selected slide. (C) The full transcript of the discussion (shown collapsed). (D) The listing of all comments and discussion topics. Users can hover over a referenced comment to highlight the time range in which the comment was discussed in the waveform and view the directly related transcript segment. This connection is learned from the facilitator marking specific comments as being discussed during the discussion phase.

monitor slide updates difficult. Instead, we use a custom technique for detecting the current slide based on presenter screenshots.

To enable slide-based references and automatic slide updates, the presenter uploads their presentation slides as a PDF to SlideSpecs. We automatically generate reference thumbnails for each slide from the presentation that serve as templates for matching. For each slide image, we precompute the included text using Tesseract’s OCR Engine\(^1\). We also precompute a color histogram for each slide using OpenCV\(^2\). This finds the *currently active* presentation slide.

Before their talk, the presenter downloads author-provided Python software that captures the projected screen image at 1-second intervals. For each screenshot, we first compute the color histogram of the image (how much of each color the image contains). Each presentation generally starts at the first slide and progresses linearly forward. Since the ordering of slides

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract  
Figure 4.7: During the presentation, audience members write critiques and respond to existing critiques. Optionally, audience members can include context with their text critiques (e.g., specific slides, tags for feedback type). The threaded text comments flagged for discussion appear in the Discussion interface. During the discussion, the facilitator marks which topics are being discussed, matching existing text critiques where possible. SlideSpecs records and transcribes the discussion audio, allowing the presenter to review the collated text and verbal feedback together.

is known, we can constrain and refine our predictions. We compare the histograms using the spatial distance correlation along each color channel (RGB). If we have a confident histogram spatial match (e.g., less than a 0.01% difference) within a five-slide range, we immediately return that prediction. Still, some slides contain videos or have incremental builds/animations – visual complexity that will distort matches purely based on a color histogram.

If there is no confident histogram match in range, we recognize text within the screenshot (again with Tesseract). We tokenize the extracted screenshot text with the spaCy NLP pipeline. We compare common tokens for each slide in the expected five-slide range against their precomputed slide text tokens. We attempt to match the screenshot to one of these slides based on the highest shared tokens and return that slide as a prediction. If there is still no confident match, we search over the entire slide range (e.g., the presenter advanced quickly, rewound, or a previous prediction was incorrect). We then return the highest match over all slides, allowing the system to adapt to fast transitions or backtracking. This live prediction is streamed to each audience member’s interface, automatically updating the
inferred active slide. This prediction automatically labels audience-provided critiques with valuable context.

**Web Interface**

We used React.js to build each of the SlideSpecs interfaces. We deployed SlideSpecs with Meteor.js, enabling live updates across many clients in real-time. To access SlideSpecs, the presenter shares a unique SlideSpecs link with the audience. To guide the discussion, we enable users to flag comments they would like to discuss, which highlights comments later in the audience *Discussion* interface. The facilitator can also view and control these flagged comments.

**Transcription**

To unify written feedback entered during the talk and spoken feedback during the discussion phase, we employ speech recognition using Google’s Cloud. SlideSpecs sends the recorded audio and retains individual speech tokens, timestamps, and confidence ratings. This transcript is shown in the final presenter *Review* interface.

**Discussion Context**

To further link from the *Presentation* and *Discussion* phases, our facilitator *Discussion* interface enables both recording discussion audio and marking comments as the audience discusses them. This context is recorded and appears later in the presenter *Review* interface. The facilitator comment box doubles as a search interface that can display written presentation comments matching author, content, and slide number. Each new keystroke instantly updates the list of related comments below the comment box, allowing the facilitator to tag relevant comments for context rapidly.

### 4.6 Effectiveness Study: Using SlideSpecs

To determine the effectiveness of SlideSpecs’ feedback collation, we deployed SlideSpecs in eight practice presentations. These presentations took place at two large research universities and were spread across four different research groups.

**Method**

We recruited presenters to give practice talks by sending emails via university mailing lists. For each talk, we first introduced SlideSpecs to the audience with a 5-minute tutorial. The list of presentation topics is shown in Table 4.1. During the talk, the audience used personal

---

5[https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text](https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text)
Table 4.1: An overview of talk feedback collated with SlideSpecs. Audience members contributed 86% of text comments during Presentation and 14% of comments during Discussion. Here, \( N \) refers to the active group size – all who contributed at least one comment (mean: 9.5, s.d.: 3.8). Time refers to the minutes spent on each phase (mean: 17.0, s.d.: 3.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>topic</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>slides</th>
<th>Presentation time</th>
<th>comments</th>
<th>Discussion time</th>
<th>comments</th>
<th>Comments with:</th>
<th>agree</th>
<th>discuss</th>
<th>slide ref.</th>
<th>reply</th>
<th>tag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Haptic UIs</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Notebooks</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tutorials</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Debugging</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Virtual Reality</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Computer Vision</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sensemaking</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

average: 9.5 52.0 17.0 48.6 23.5 9.0 % total: 23% 29% 68% 6% 13%

laptops or mobile devices to contribute written critiques with SlideSpecs. After the talk, the group verbally discussed feedback while a talk facilitator recorded the audio and marked comments for discussion. Facilitators were selected based on their relative seniority and familiarity with the presentation topic. Four unique facilitators (all senior Ph.D. Students) worked to both note the discussion topic and mark any relevant existing comments from the presentation during the discussion phase over these eight talks. We encouraged discussion participants (audience members) to discuss their feedback as they usually would. After the presentation and discussion, the presenter used SlideSpecs to review critiques. We logged all participant feedback and interaction with SlideSpecs.

After the talk, we sent an optional survey to each audience member with open-ended and Likert scale questions addressing likes, dislikes, and usefulness of system features. Each presenter and facilitator completed a similar survey on their experience with SlideSpecs. We also interviewed each presenter after they updated their presentations to learn if and how they used SlideSpecs to revise their talk. The audio of each presenter interview was recorded. We gathered more open-ended feedback on their experience and learned how SlideSpecs compared to previously used methods.

**Findings**

SlideSpecs effectively supported presenters by collating feedback into a single accessible and context-rich location. Presenters reported that using SlideSpecs improved feedback organization, provided valuable context, and reduced redundancy. When surveyed, 85% of presenters and responding audience members reported they’d use the tool again (Figure 4.9). In total, 52 unique audience members provided feedback over the eight presentations we deployed SlideSpecs. Of those, 14 audience members (A1-A14) reported on their experience in a voluntary survey (6/8 talks had at least one responding audience member). A1, A3, and
A7 mentioned using collaborative tools for feedback (Google Sheets/Docs) but preferred SlideSpecs. We report further on participants’ experiences.

**SlideSpecs gave presenters valuable organization.** All presenters reported receiving useful feedback and that seeing the feedback organized by slides was useful (Figure 4.9). 5/8 presenters specifically rated organizing comments by authoring time that people provided critiques as useful for revision: it gave a blow-by-blow account of how people reacted during the presentation and discussion (P1). One presenter combined sorting techniques to prioritize feedback with the most consensus (e.g., agreement), then by the most discussed, and then by slide to form a *TODO* checklist.

**SlideSpecs provided presenters valuable feedback context.** Audience members used SlideSpecs to link slide references to 68% of critiques (313/461). They used tags (e.g., #design, #story, #content) to categorize their comments into subject types much less frequently (13%, 60/461). This difference could partially be because of the manual nature that comments had to be tagged. 8/14 reporting audience members explicitly mentioned liking being able to link slides to their critiques using slide images. Linking slides to images saves typing, lets audience members reference slides automatically when generating critiques, and frees audience members from recalling slide numbers. Presenters found the transcription and recording helpful when revisiting slides further from the original practice talk. 4/8 presenters reported reading or listening to the entire discussion section recording during their review. While most participants used either the transcript or recording to listen to segments of interest, P7 reported that in the future, they would use the transcript for efficiency but if there was ambiguity, even if just tone, I would play the audio to see what people actually meant. P3 described their process of supplementing listening with written comments: Took me 20 minutes to listen to it all. I went back-filled additional feedback onto the written comments. A lot of stuff came up in the discussion that normally I think I just would’ve forgotten.

**Shared group awareness helps reduce redundant presentation feedback.** Audience members collaboratively provided, on average, 48 written comments per talk, providing both local and global critiques. Audience members also interacted with others during critique: 23% of comments had at least one agreement (106 agreements over eight talks). 7/14 audience members reported liking seeing other audience members’ critiques in real-time as it: helps reduce redundant feedback (A2) by providing an easy medium to share and agree (A10). Each agreement is potentially an instance of feedback that the presenter would have received multiple times.

**Shared group awareness helps promote thematic feedback consensus.** Several presenters reported noticing more thematic consistency in the verbal discussion that followed the practice talk after using SlideSpecs. P1 reported: During the verbal feedback session after my talk, people spoke not only about their individual comments but also about themes they saw emerging on SlideSpecs. So, I felt like I got more coherent verbal feedback that covered all the major issues in
Figure 4.8: Participants used SlideSpecs for a wide variety of practice talks (A–D). They received feedback concerning many aspects of their presentation, from slide design, delivery, and requests for clarification. We highlight select feedback from four different practice presentations. These comments showcase topics that the audience’s feedback addressed; eight comments (A1–D2) are shown in detail alongside a rough characterization of what part of the presentation the comment addresses.

A pretty coherent way. A8 reported: During the discussion, another audience member said, ‘Here are the themes I saw from the comments’ – and this feedback was so useful. The unified thread of discussed comments helped the audience merge multiple related comments into higher-level themes during the discussion.

**The Facilitator’s tasks are demanding.** While the presenters benefited from the discussion organization, the facilitators generally found the role to be demanding. For example, F1 reported that it could be unclear which comments are being discussed: Since I could choose to make a new topic or mark existing ones for discussion, I sometimes stumbled between just marking a new topic quickly and trying to find the most relevant comment to bring up for discussion. F3 also reported on this challenge: Facilitating was challenging, as I was trying to both follow the conversation and think of what would be relevant for the presenter later on. Even though I used the comment search and author filtering, deciding the true "most relevant" comment was ambiguous, along with deciding when a comment was no longer being discussed. While the context that the facilitator provided to the discussion was valuable, the role’s tasks were complex and would benefit from automation support (e.g., text summarization, identifying relevant comments, and marking new topics).
Figure 4.9: Likert scale responses for 14 audience members (left) and eight presenters (right) in the group deployment. All except one presenter and two audience members agreed that they would use the interface in the future (85%). Likert scale responses reflect that audience members broadly find seeing the real-time of others to be very helpful (10/14) though somewhat distracting (6/14). Audience members noted seeing and agreeing/responding to feedback was helpful. All 8/8 presenters favored slide organization during the feedback review and found the feedback collation useful.

Study Limitations

Participant Usage Period.

Most presenter participants used our tool only once; thus, our findings have limitations common to first-use studies. We have limited information about how tool use might change over time and how it may impact the nature and flow of group discussions and practices.

Domain and Talk Format.

Our sampling of presentations was limited to only including STEM fields. SlideSpecs likely doesn’t support processes or talks that avoid slides or using computers (e.g., only verbal discussions).

In-Person Presentations Only.

We only studied in-person practice talks in this study. However, remote and hybrid talks are increasingly common, and SlideSpecs may serve presenters in that context differently.

Audience Survey Response Rate.

Despite having 52 unique audience participants in our practice talk sessions, only 14 participants sourced from 6/8 talks responded to our optional survey (27%). While we likely captured the strongest and most polarized perspectives, we missed out on reporting a broader set of user experiences.
4.7 Discussion

Through building and evaluating SlideSpecs, we gained a thorough understanding of what a presentation feedback tool should support. We reflect on our performance through several design implications for feedback collation and review.

Peer awareness reduces redundancy.

Our results demonstrated that incorporating peer awareness mechanisms (e.g., seeing or interacting with other audience feedback) reduced redundancy in the collected feedback. For instance, audience members interacted with others during the critique by expressing agreement (e.g., liking comments, commenting in a thread to elaborate on another member’s feedback), providing an easy mechanism for prioritizing feedback and reducing repeated statements.

Context helps presenters revise effectively.

SlideSpecs captures many forms of context automatically, which helps presenters revise their presentations more effectively. This included scope: what parts or slides the feedback is referring to, and subject: what category or type of feedback is being given. For instance, presenters may leverage the flexibility of SlideSpecs to sort the slides to achieve different revision goals: e.g., prioritize slides that require the most changes, fix comments with the most consensus, or revise the comments participants discussed first. This range of contextual data supports how presenters may weigh feedback. Given the value of feedback context, comments could also be automatically clustered around a tag or theme.

Feedback consists of more than context.

Another implicit assumption is that the audience can already provide valuable and relevant feedback. SlideSpecs makes providing feedback with enriching context simple, though it cannot make up for being unfamiliar with the talk domain or not knowing how to give effective feedback. While the shared context can inform more novice audience members about how to give feedback, it doesn’t inherently instruct the audience what feedback to provide the presenter. While our contributing audience members varied from undergrads to professors, we did not measure feedback quality against expertise. A follow-up study could compare these qualities; participants in our formative study also reported implicitly weighting feedback with the provider’s role (e.g., the lab PI vs. an undergraduate research assistant).
No single tool is always best.

A key design implication from our formative study was supporting existing workflows for group feedback, so we developed SlideSpecs to support a commonly observed (yet fairly linear) feedback process. SlideSpecs is designed to support existing practices that center around receiving in-person feedback. Still, no single tool can accommodate the entire range of feedback processes that different groups use. For example, SlideSpecs requires a deck of slides for the audience to comment on, and some talks forgo slides. Another assumption is that presenters will follow a linear pattern of Presentation, Discussion, and Review (Fig. 4.3). However, especially in longer talks, presenters may want to pause between each section to gather feedback incrementally. Another more volatile process might involve stopping anytime an audience member has a comment or question. To support other feedback processes, a different approach could be used where audio is constantly recorded/transcribed, regardless of the current feedback phase.

The eight presentations in Table 1 cover both a broad range of subject matter and a range of structures, including practicing for conference talks, grant meeting progress updates, and academic job talks. Despite this variation, many other types of talk structures exist that we did not evaluate (e.g., educational lessons, startup pitch decks). However, no evidence suggests that varying the internal structure of the talk makes SlideSpecs less relevant or valuable. Despite only brief training, the groups we worked with adopted SlideSpecs into many existing practice processes. On top of this, the presented talks in our study had a mix of intended purposes (conference, research update, job talk).

Hybrid in-person/online presentations also present unique challenges. Inviting online participants offers compelling benefits – allowing geographically remote participants, built-in recording features (e.g., Zoom), and more easily scaling the audience size. SlideSpecs could be deployed in these contexts as-is, though it would not be leveraging this new contextual data (e.g., multiple audio feeds for discussion, video/screen recordings for presentations). Still, the mixed social dynamic of hybrid meetings presents new challenges that SlideSpecs is not explicitly designed to support.
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Chapter 5

Vector Style Transfer

Vector graphics are an industry-standard way to represent and share a broad range of designs. Designers frequently find inspiration and explore styles from existing designs. However, updating the overall visual styles of entire existing designs is tedious, limiting exploration opportunities. We present VST (Vector Style Transfer), a novel system for flexibly transferring visual styles between vector graphics by interacting with automatic graphics correspondence and styling algorithms. In VST, designers can tune generated correspondences and filter which attributes to transfer per correspondence. We report results from a user study in which designers used VST to control style transfer between several designs, including designs they created beforehand. VST shows that this correspondence tuning and customization can enable interactive, flexible style transfer. We also find that someone using our system can significantly reduce transfer time and work compared to an experienced designer using industry-standard tools. A version of VST for styling pre-matched design pair examples is available at: https://berkeleyhci.github.io/vst/.

5.1 Introduction

Vector graphics are an industry-standard way to represent and share a broad range of designs. As a design medium, vector graphics offer compelling advantages, including scalability and precision. Vector graphic designs store information about each graphical element that they contain. This information enables editing the design at a higher level of semantics when compared to pixels. Many vector graphics design tools have achieved success supporting designers working in this medium (e.g., Adobe Illustrator, Figma, Canva, Sketch).

---

This work presented in this chapter was first published in Warner et al. as Interactive Flexible Style Transfer for Vector Graphics in the 2023 Proceedings of UIST, the ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and Technology [152].
Designers often edit vector graphics’ overall appearance or style while retaining their underlying content and structure. In this work, when we write *style*, we refer to the defining visual properties of a design’s elements (e.g., color, shape, size, and font). Many alternative and valid definitions of this broad term exist. Style editing tasks arise in multiple situations, such as applying inspirations from a mood board, updating existing graphics to a new visual identity, or exploring multiple alternative style variations. For example, both a novice designer seeking to apply styles from a more polished design to their work and an experienced designer creating several variations of a similar design to present to a client for feedback face this task. This complex task requires many selection and editing operations for different groups of objects. Updating a design to conform to a new visual style can be exceptionally tedious and limits the exploration of different styles, even for experienced designers.

One potential solution is to use document-level themes or rules that consistently apply visual attributes to classes of objects. This approach is standard across many design and presentation software tools. For example, web pages use CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) to enable document-level styling, but these style-content links must be manually created and maintained. A notable downside of using document themes or stylesheets is their *rigidity*. Compelling themes require element class information and pre-planning, introducing *viscos-*
Another promising direction is to automatically transfer visual styles between graphics using information on how two given designs relate to each other. However, this approach often fails to transfer styles as each designer uniquely intends. This failure stems from two sources: 1) the accuracy limitations of the algorithm and 2) the inherent subjectivity around good style and varying tastes that designers may have. A fully automated approach may transfer styles in undesired or unpredictable ways. The lack of adequate designer controls is a clear barrier to leveraging automation.

A tool should enable rapid iterating on different possible style transfer results to address the shortcomings of a fully automatic style transfer approach. Our research aims to combine the benefits of automation with effective controls for customizing and exploring design variations. Our approach combines automatically generated design correspondences with interactive control of how and where to transfer styles. We leverage prior work on generating an automatic correspondence between vector graphics. This method yields a between-design element correspondence (Fig. 5.2) and element-wise similarity along multiple dimensions.

We present a new design tool, VST, short for Vector Style Transfer. VST provides designers with an interface to visualize and customize how style flows across designs (Fig. 5.3). VST displays a dynamic list of element styles, allowing designers to easily copy, reset, and customize element style attributes. With VST, designers can map and remap example source element styles onto contextually similar elements. VST also features fast and flexible ways to identify, select, and style target elements. The output canvas re-renders the stylized target graphics in real-time with any changes, providing immediate visual feedback.

Conceptually, VST expands the eyedropper or element-wise style copy-paste interactions to groups of elements. VST can infer many element relations directly, omitting the need for explicit element structure or class information. Our combined automation-powered interactive style transfer approach means that designers can get the best of both worlds – their style definitions can both be based on ad-hoc demonstrations and quick to apply flexibly across designs.

To evaluate VST’s style transfer capability, we recruited six designers to transfer styles between nine designs. Each designer participating in the study successfully used VST to interactively transfer styles to their satisfaction and make nine new output designs. In a follow-up design replication study, we recruited four expert designers to each manually replicate six of these output designs in their preferred design tool. The results from this
Figure 5.2: An overview of automated design correspondence. To relate design elements, we first construct a graph from each given design, where the *vertices* are primitive design elements (e.g., shapes, text, images) and *edges* are semantic relationships (e.g., same fill, containment, same font). Once the *Source* and *Target* graphs are constructed, we then compute a correspondence between the two designs’ elements using the technique previously detailed in [136]. This automatically generated correspondence is VST’s basis for (a) how to find similar elements *within* a design (e.g., for easier selection/styling) and (b) identifying which elements are similar to each other *across* designs (e.g., determining which initial styles to transfer). Each *Target* element is linked to a single *Source* element. Only a subset of links between these designs’ elements are shown.

Preliminary study suggest that someone using VST may reduce the time and work for this style transfer task compared to experienced designers using industry-standard tools.

Our contributions include the following:

1. VST, a design tool that introduces a novel user interface for interactive, user-guided, flexible style transfer for vector graphics. Its key interaction principles are: a) enabling users to edit computed correspondences at multiple levels, and b) enabling users to customize how attributes are transferred between designs across the correspondence.

2. Two user studies that demonstrate: a) that designers can successfully transfer styles between graphics with VST, and b) that designers without VST can spend more time and effort to produce equivalent design results.
5.2 Vector Style Transfer

Task Characterization

When transferring styles between vector graphics, designers may identify an inspirational style they want to copy from a Source design. Next, in a Target design, they may identify design elements they would like to stylize. Then, they will update the stylistic attributes of those relevant Target elements using the Source style as a reference. Alternatively, they may first focus on the Target design they wish to change and pull stylistic influences in from a range of Sources, exploring possible variations. Generally, this styling is an iterative and flexible process that involves reasoning about (a) which elements correspond to each other across designs and (b) which style attributes to transfer. There is subjectivity regarding the most desired application of style, and higher-level considerations like the overall cohesion of the Target design after styles have transferred further complicate this task. The resulting Output design has the style of one design and the content/structure of another – though this distinction is still inherently subjective. Still, this task (using examples to update existing graphics with new visual styles) is expected in the graphic design process [81, 50, 69].
Design Goals

A high-quality element correspondence is one way to enable fast and effective style transfer for vector graphics designs. To provide designers with flexible control over style transfer is to provide them with tools to control the correspondence between designs. Moreover, to be worthwhile, the resulting designs should be of satisfying quality and faster to generate than existing tools, especially when considering the cost of learning to use a new tool. Grounded in our literature review and personal experience editing graphics, we created these design goals for Vector Style Transfer (VST):

DG1 Let designers powerfully tune design correspondences.

DG2 Enable flexible control over which styles are transferred.

DG3 Reduce the work and time needed for transferring styles.

Our vision for how the functionality of VST best fits into existing processes is as a plugin or new tool in existing vector graphics design software. Designers could select an object group and copy their style. Then, they could select any other group within their design document and apply that style – without manually selecting each element subset. Additionally, they could filter which styling attributes they would like to copy. This work could either be used as a starting point to render a design in several alternative styles or to make a set of designs adhere to a single style.

Exemplar Scenario

We will demonstrate VST’s functionality with an exemplar scenario involving vector style transfer. Consider Xavier, a designer hired by a local Italian restaurant, Leonard’s. After a recent renovation, the restaurant is set to have a grand re-opening. Xavier has created a new flyer to help them advertise, which the business manager approves. To unify the brand’s style, the business manager also asks him to create new versions of several existing graphics, including menus and a special delivery advertisement. These designs should look like they all refer to the same restaurant.

This style unification process Xavier faces involves many repeated manual edits and cross-references. Instead of manually ensuring exact visual consistency, he opens VST and loads in both graphics (SOURCE: the new flyer, TARGET: the previous advertisement). VST computes a correspondence between elements of these two designs and automatically copies styles between matches. This correspondence technique ensures a one-to-many mapping from the SOURCE elements to the TARGET elements. This ensures that every TARGET element will be matched, while some SOURCE elements may not be initially matched. Xavier then sees the OUTPUT canvas update with newly stylized graphics (Fig. 5.3).
Figure 5.4: The black lines show an initial correspondence between the elements of the Source and Target designs. The green lines show an alternative, more desired set of links. When users select their desired Source and Target elements and press Transfer Source Style, VST will update these links, redirecting the flow of visual styles across designs.

For each Target element, styles are copied from the most similar Source element as determined by the design correspondence algorithm [136]. In addition to seeing the updated target graphics, a list of changed style attributes is displayed on the right-hand side of the interface (Fig. 5.3D). The breadth of style attributes and the range of possible valid matches between elements makes using a fully automatic approach difficult. The inherent subjectivity of style also means this first attempt will not always be correct, especially for more complex and open-ended designs.

Xavier immediately detects outlier text elements that are visually misaligned with the Source style directly on the Output canvas (Fig. 5.3). Designers are trained to use gestalt principles of perception to organize a design. Incorrect style transfer will lead to visual violations of these principles, which are often easy to detect [100]. This means that some elements likely have been ‘mismatched’ by the correspondence algorithm (Fig. 5.4). Using the Source canvas (Fig. 5.3A), Xavier can then specify which Source element the incorrectly styled text fields should visually match. When he presses the Transfer Source Style to Target button (Fig. 5.5), VST renders styles from the Source element onto the Target selection in the rightmost Output canvas (Fig. 5.3C). Behind the scenes, VST
applies these fixes to a copy of the original correspondence, avoiding recomputing the entire correspondence after updates.

Still, manually selecting each target element to update is tedious. To enable faster transfer, designers can double-click on any Target element to select similar elements, as determined by the design correspondence. Repeatedly double-clicking an element iteratively grows the set of selected Target elements. This feature mirrors the multi-click selection in other media, like toggling between word-sentence-paragraph selections within a text document. Here, we use the underlying within-document element-wise similarity score to intelligently add elements most similar to the currently active selection. A similarity score is computed for each element relative to the currently selected elements, and the elements with the highest score is added to the active selection. An aggregate similarity score is computed for each unselected element relative to the currently selected elements, and the element with the highest score is added to the active selection. If multiple elements share near-equal scores, they will all be selected, making selecting instances of the same object or pattern efficient. In addition to double-clicking, the customization pane (Fig. 5.3D and Fig. 5.4) features precision similarity controls. This interface shows both the active Target and Source selection and previews the sequence of next-larger Target selections (without having to actually adjust the active selection). Shift-clicking toggles the selection of any given element. Double-clicking on a Source element conversely selects all Target elements currently matched to that element, which shows how style flows from the Source to Target design. The customization panel shows a pane of similar elements, where Xavier can preview this selection (Fig. 5.5).

Despite Xavier updating the Source-Target correspondence, the resulting Output design still has some problems. For example, while the font and color are corrected, the copied font size makes some elements not fit neatly in the new design (Fig. 5.5). Once matched, VST has controls for customizing which specific style attributes are transferred. To focus on the desired element, he clicks Show Filtered Style to only see the styling applied to the text element (Fig. 5.5). He toggles the fontSize attribute, resetting that element’s font size and updating the Output canvas. Similar attribute values are grouped in this view to make selecting and editing easier. He continues this style transfer process until he is satisfied with the quality of the new design. Internally, these changes build up a list of attribute transformations to apply to the Target design. The customization pane can highlight just the modified attributes, summarizing stylistic changes at a glance. Finally, Xavier downloads the Output graphics from VST as an SVG file to save his work.
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Figure 5.5: The Customization UI shows the Source and Target selections and similar Target elements. The similarity controls [-/set/+] can adjust the selection to the desired Target elements. Once satisfied with the Source-Target mapping, pressing Transfer Source Style will transfer all styles from the Source elements to the active Target selection. The Customization UI also provides fine-grained control over which styles to transfer. Element style attributes can be copied, reset, or customized for each set of similar values. This list can be filtered only to show styles for the current selection and only to show modified attributes. The UI also features the Copy All and Copy None buttons – Copy All blindly copies all styles for every matched element (e.g., the fully automatic output), and Copy None restores the OUTPUT graphics to the original Target state.

5.3 Implementation

A styling-only version of VST is available at: https://berkeleyhci.github.io/vst/. We used ReactJS\(^1\) to build the VST interface and deployed our prototype online. Vector graphics are rendered using FabricJS, a vector graphics library leveraging the HTML5 canvas backbone. SVG files, such as those exported from industry-standard design tools like Sketch, Figma, Canva, and Adobe Illustrator, can be directly imported.

Once VST has imported the input Source and Target graphics, we compute a correspondence between the two designs using a comparison technique introduced by Shin et al. [136]. This technique represents each design as a multigraph (rather than a typical parent-child hierarchy tree) to support matching elements across a broader range of similar attributes. Vertices are primitive design elements (e.g., shapes, text, images), and edges represent semantic relationships between elements (e.g., alignment, containment, same fill). This correspondence contains per-element similarity scores across several dimensions (e.g., color, shape, size, and text).

\(^1\)https://react.dev/
In our implementation, correspondences between 20 or fewer elements are generally computed in real-time (< 1s). Though slower, our study’s larger design pairs are still tractable to match, with the largest pair (185 total elements) taking about 100s. Our example set’s average matching time per design pair (across Style Transfer Tasks 1 and 2) is 7.78s. Once obtained, match information can be exported and saved for later use. The source code for this app is also available at: https://github.com/BerkeleyHCI/vst.

Transferrable SVG Attributes

The SVG attributes that VST can transfer are: (Color Based) fill, stroke, strokeWidth, textBackgroundColor, (Text Based) lineHeight, textAlign, text (i.e., string content), (Font Based) fontSize, fontFamily, fontStyle, fontWeight, and (General) opacity, padding.

5.4 Evaluations

Style preferences are subjective, so making any absolute statements about a style transfer tool’s performance is difficult. Still, we sought to evaluate three key research questions:

RQ1 How would designers use VST for style transfer?
RQ2 Could VST stylize realistic, open-ended designs?
RQ3 Could VST reduce the time or work of styling?

Style Transfer Evaluation

Method

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we ran an exploratory study with six experienced designers (D1-6). Before the study began, we asked designers to create a new design from a given prompt with their preferred design tool. The prompt requested a single menu page design for a local restaurant’s (Leonard’s) mobile phone application. The goal was to include designer-provided source graphics to create a more realistic style transfer scenario.

Four designers used Figma to generate their initial designs they brought into the study, while the other two designers used Adobe Illustrator. After designers responded to the prompt, we hosted an hour-long Zoom session with each designer. We instrumented the interface to log relevant events with timestamps (e.g., loading, saving, editing). We sought to gather rich commentary and reflection from designers as they engaged with the prototype. We invited designers to verbally share any thoughts on their experience and highlight any surprising interactions throughout the study. While we recorded usage times per example, designers were not told this nor instructed to be as efficient as possible.
The designers moved on only after indicating satisfaction with the relative appearance of their stylized OUTPUT graphics. Finally, designers answered a brief survey about their experience using VST, including Likert-scale (Fig. 5.9) and open-ended questions. Designers sent all styled designs and an interface usage log to the authors and received a $30 Amazon gift card for their participation.

**Participants**

We recruited designers via design-oriented email lists at a large research university. Designers included undergraduates (4), Ph.D. students (1), and design professionals (1). Each participating student had completed multiple design internships, bolstering their relevant experience. Their preferred tools included Figma, Adobe Illustrator, and Canva. They had an average of 4.7 years of design experience (2–10 years).

**Task 1: Basic Graphics Pairs**

After an interface demo and the opportunity to ask questions, designers used VST to transfer styles between five pairs of example designs that the authors prepared. The design pairs we chose for designers to transfer from are shown in Fig. 5.6 (T1.1-5). We chose these graphics to capture a breadth of different graphic design domains (e.g., art, infographics, UI mockups). We instructed designers to apply styles from the SOURCE to the TARGET graphics to make the SOURCE and OUTPUT as stylistically similar as possible. Once satisfied, they would save the OUTPUT graphics and move on to the next pair.

Designers D1-6 used VST to transfer styles from the SOURCE to the TARGET graphics. Both SOURCE and TARGET designs were provided to the designers (see Fig. 5.6). In simpler cases, the design transfer result is uniform across designers (T1.1-3). Still, despite each designer starting from the same pair of designs, variations arose in more complex designs (T1.4-5).

**Task 2: Open-Ended Transfer**

To observe how VST handled styling more open-ended realistic designs (RQ2), designers transferred styles from their externally created designs onto three new related templates (T2.1-3). In these tasks, the SOURCE was a menu page created by each designer before the study with their preferred design tool. We matched their designs to three new template pages (a loading screen, a reviews page, and a checkout cart), all for Leonard’s mobile app. The generated output design correspondences (Fig. 5.2) were not hand-tuned at all before the study. Again, designers were instructed to use VST to make the SOURCE and OUTPUT stylistically similar in each task. Once satisfied, they would save the OUTPUT graphics and continue.
Before the study, we gave designers (D1-6) a prompt for a menu design with specific elements without any style instructions. The column header in Fig. 5.7 shows designs that they brought into the study (Sources), and the row header shows design templates (Targets). The inner table shows new designs created by applying styles from their externally created Source design onto previously unseen Target templates. Inspecting each column shows a unified visual style inherited from the Source document, while rows show the Target structure.

**Style Transfer Results**

Our style transfer evaluation study found that designers could use VST to control style transfer across basic designs (RQ1), even generating variety in their Output designs from the same inputs. Those designers successfully used VST to flexibly transfer styles from more realistic, open-ended designs created with external tools (RQ2). We take this as an indication that VST enabled the style transfer it was designed to support. Each designer participating in the study (D1-6) used VST to generate eight new Output designs successfully.

Figure 5.6: Task 1 (Style Transfer) – Basic Graphics Pairs.
Designers also answered Likert-scale questions regarding their experience with VST (Fig. 5.9). Style transfer examples from the evaluation are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7.

Designers, despite never using a similar interface before, used VST’s features to both (a) modify design correspondences (DG1) and (b) filter and edit styles per correspondence (DG2). Software instrumentation revealed that almost all designers on almost all tasks used...
VST to tune computed correspondence matches. On average, designers performed 6 such corrections per task. While making these corrections, designers used the functionality to *select similar* elements to the ones they manually selected. On average, designers performed 7.3 similarity selections and spent about 4.8 minutes per task. As a reminder, designers were only instructed to match the styles to the best of their ability – not to do so as quickly or efficiently as possible. We showcase additional, more complex VST graphics made outside of this study in the Appendix (Fig. 5.11) and in our paper’s accompanying project video.

**VST let designers tune design correspondences (DG1).** Overall, designers appreciated the style transfer control that VST provided them. The designers’ Likert-scale responses indicated they could produce designs they were satisfied with (Fig. 5.9). Most designers could see themselves using the tool again and found VST flexible enough to perform style transfer as they intended. Their verbal remarks are corroborated by the frequency with which they used the correspondence correction feature (Average: $\mu = 6.0$, Standard Deviation: $\sigma = 3.8$) and attribute editing feature ($\mu = 24.0$, $\sigma = 17.3$).

**VST enabled flexible control of style transfer (DG2).** The designers created a wide variety of designs, even when given the same input graphics (Fig. 5.6). For their own provided graphics, designers reproduced a consistent theme across a set of provided vector graphics templates (Fig. 5.7). Several designers remarked on the convenience of reusing visual styles directly. D4: Very fun! Appealing to a visual thinker who values efficiency and hates repeatedly doing the same things. Magical, "it read my mind!" kind of feeling. While most found it clear how to use the different parts of the prototype to achieve their desired style transfer, there was also feedback that the transfer results were sometimes surprising. This surprise likely stemmed from having multiple ways to style elements (e.g., tuning the correspondence vs. what styles the correspondence transfers).

**Designers enjoyed applying broad changes.** Designers valued the ability to apply broad style changes quickly. D3: I was impressed by how well the system generated its "best guess" when I selected the "Copy All." I also thought it was easy to learn and intuitive. It had tools that worked similarly to design software I already used (like dragging values to change the font size). D5: I liked how efficient the transferring process was in closely replicating the desired style with just a button. Even if it wasn’t completely accurate, the toggle buttons under Copy All made fine-tuning specific aspects of design elements easy – I could definitely see how this interface could reduce the amount of time that a designer would need to update designs. The interface was organized and easy to navigate around. Designers also appreciated directly selecting similar elements easily, which helped broader styling. D4: Being able to select multiple elements precisely is very nice.

**Correspondence-based transfer presents novel controls.** No designer reported using a similar style transfer design tool before this study. D6: I have not used anything that performed this exact function before, but I’ve used a tool to try to analyze an image and find out what fonts were used. It was not as reliable as this tool. While most designers (4/6) indicated an
Figure 5.8: Design Replication Task – A new set of expert designers (replication designers RD1-4) replicated six reference designs (RT1-6) from the previous style transfer evaluation tasks (Fig. 5.7) using two different starting points: *Basic* and *Auto*. The first approach involved using Illustrator to transform the *Basic* input design to the replication goal. The second approach again used Illustrator, but instead has the algorithmic output (*Auto*) as the starting point. We provided the RDs with source styles and target structures from the previous study in vector form and a reference image of the replication goal for both approaches.

interest in using the tool again, others were hesitant, citing VST’s deviation from the types of tools they were familiar with. Some designers recognized the value of a style transfer tool: D4: I have manually copied styles and have had other humans manually copy my own. When successful, this tool manages to give you that feeling of empathy and creative connection (“Wow, the other designer understood my aesthetic and was able to replicate it! I feel they really understand my vision”). When it is not successful, it is easier and less stressful to correct than a human might be. When a human is unsuccessful, you might say, “This other designer tried to copy my font style, but they didn’t get it right; what a pain, I hope they don’t mind me changing it myself...” Plus, it is faster than asking another designer, fewer resources, less risk, and when it is successful, high reward!

**Design Replication Evaluation**

**Method**

To answer RQ3, we ran a follow-up study. Our goal with this study was to compare the time and work required for style transfer in VST with that of an expert using industry-standard design software. We recruited four new expert designers as replication designers (RD1-4). They were tasked with recreating a subset of the *OUTPUT* graphics from the previous study (T2.1-3) in their preferred design tool (Adobe Illustrator).
We conducted this study remotely over Zoom in a 3-hour session for each designer. Unlike the style transfer evaluation, the RDs were asked to work as swiftly and efficiently as possible. Once the RDs reported they were satisfied with the similarity between their replication graphics and the reference OUTPUT image, they would save their file and move on to the following example. While the RDs participated in our study, we recorded their screen, an audio log of the call, application edit history, and mouse activity. From this data, we recorded the number of selections (including selection adjustments like shift-clicking or clicking the background to clear the selection) and attribute edits (per selection—so, for example, modifying the fill of a group counts as one edit). We also recorded the time spent on each example task, measured from when all input files were opened to the last save of the output file. Finally, the RDs were shown, briefly used VST, and filled out a survey based on their experiences. The RDs received a variable Amazon gift card. The amount was prorated based on their required completion time (rated at $30/hour).

Given that VST is a novel design tool there are no users with equivalent VST expertise comparable to the RDs’ Illustrator skill. To approximate the performance of an expert VST user, the authors used VST to generate the same OUTPUT designs using the same input materials provided to the RDs. This data is labeled VST in Table 5.1. We report the comparison between these three design replication methods in our results.

Participants
We recruited from the same design community as before, now selecting only the most experienced designers. All RDs had professionally worked as designers. One was the instructor for a university course teaching students how to use Illustrator, and another held a residence in a design lab guiding student projects. These designers had, on average, 6.5 years of design experience and used Illustrator daily. None of these expert designers participated in the original study.

Task: Design Replication
We selected six OUTPUT design examples from Fig. 5.7 for this designer to replicate in Illustrator (Goal in Fig. 5.8). We selected designs to include both graphics from every task (T2.1-3) that we gave the original designers and to include one example per designer (D1-6). We provided the RDs with the SOURCE and TARGET vector graphics files and an image of the generated OUTPUT (created initially by D1-6). The RDs were then tasked with transforming the TARGET graphics to resemble the provided OUTPUT.

To measure what human adjustment is needed when working with the automatically stylized designs, we also asked the RDs to replicate the OUTPUT starting with the initial automatically stylized OUTPUT graphics from VST. These graphics (Auto) are created by copying all styles using the initial automatic SOURCE and TARGET correspondence. We asked the RDs to transform the now-partially stylized TARGET graphics to resemble the
Output image. Any difference between these two sets (Basic and Auto) would highlight the algorithm’s impact on the task time and work. To compare the potential of VST and existing tools, the authors also replicated the same output designs from the previous study using VST (RT1-6). The same input materials were used as in the Illustrator replication: the source and target vector graphics files and an output image.

**Design Replication Results**

In our study, using VST to transfer styles was faster than expert replication designers (RD1-4) transferring styles within their preferred design tool (RQ3). The RDs also performed more edit and selection operations using Illustrator than the authors using VST. We report total work as a combination of selection and edit operations. On average, the RDs spent 534 seconds replicating from scratch (Basic) and 774 seconds replicating from the output of the correspondence algorithm (Auto). In comparison, the authors required, on average, 129 seconds to match styles using VST. A plot of the duration for each task is shown in Fig. 5.10. Stats averaged over all tasks (RT1-6) are shown in Table 5.1. Each replication designer also reported the style replication task as difficult and tedious.

**Transferring styles with existing tools is tedious.** After replicating the designs in Fig. 5.8 (RT1-6), the RDs reported on their experience by answering Likert-scale (ranging from 1-7) and open-ended survey questions. They reported that using Illustrator for this style matching task is tedious for both starting points, with Auto slightly more tedious than Basic (Average (µ): 6.8 → 5.8, Standard Deviation: σ_{Basic} = 1.3, σ_{Auto} = 0.5). The associated scale labels were: 1-Not tedious at all and 7-Extremely tedious. They also reported starting from Auto was less fun than Basic (µ: 2.0 → 3.8), with 1-Not fun at all and 7-Extremely fun (σ_{Basic} = 1.0, σ_{Auto} = 0.8).

**Editing from Auto was not faster than Basic.** Combining automated style transfer with existing design software tools may even hinder designer performance. The RDs reached roughly the same Likert-scale level of satisfaction with their final designs’ quality from both the Basic and Auto starting points (µ_{Basic} = 4.3, µ_{Auto} = 4.5), with 1-Completely dissatisfied and 7-Completely satisfied (σ_{Basic} = 1.0, σ_{Auto} = 1.0). However, they reported that generating the desired output was harder with Auto than Basic (µ: 6.3 → 5.0), with 1-Not difficult at all and 7-Extremely difficult (σ_{Basic} = 1.0, σ_{Auto} = 0.8). These stats match their written feedback: RD1: Editing the auto files is harder – there’s more variance in the output, and sometimes unnecessary properties were added from the automatic transfer. RD2: In the standard [Basic] file, editing elements is more straightforward, while for the modified [Auto] one, I spent some extra time cleaning. RD4: I largely had a similar approach to both design files, though the original [Basic] one tended to be easier.

**Replication designers wanted transfer tools like VST.** After briefly interacting with VST at the end of the study, all RDs were genuinely interested in trying out an Adobe
I was satisfied with the quality of design produced.

I could see myself using the tool again.

The tool was flexible enough to let me perform style transfer in the way I intended.

The results of style transfer were predictable.

It was clear to me how to use different parts of the tool to achieve my desired result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.9: Summary of Likert survey data from designers D1-6.

Illustrator plugin with similar functionality ($\mu = 6.25, \sigma = 1.0$), with 1-Not at all interested and 7-Extremely interested. RD4: The prototype looks very interesting! RD1: I would definitely try it when I want to apply vector-based styles to my design. When asked about if and where they would find VST useful: RD1: I can see how this tool would be beneficial for tasks like redesigning an existing UI or early-stage exploration. When asked about other similar tools they have used: RD2: In Figma, we save the font/color as a library preset, then when we change the setting, it automatically updates the components. RD3: The style transfer prototype is more adaptive than design components because files that I need to change may not have a component system.

We also performed a one-way ANOVA test to compare the effect of the replication method on work operations (e.g., the number of selections and edits). This test revealed a statistically significant difference in task duration between at least two groups ($F = 7.7, p \leq 0.01$). A post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test for multiple comparisons found significant differences between the mean operations of Basic and VST ($p \leq 0.05$) and between the mean operations of Auto and VST ($p \leq 0.01$). Again, we found no statistically significant difference between the Basic and Auto design replication methods ($p = 0.33$). We observed similar significant differences when independently evaluating edits ($F = 5.7$) and selection ($F = 7.2$) operations.

We performed a one-way ANOVA test to compare the effect of the replication method on task duration. This test revealed a statistically significant difference in task duration between at least two groups ($F = 10.1, p \leq 0.01$). A post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test for multiple comparisons found significant differences between the mean times of Basic and VST ($p \leq 0.05$) and between the mean times of Auto and VST ($p \leq 0.01$). We found no statistically significant difference between the mean task duration values for the Basic and Auto design replication methods ($p = 0.17$).
A repeated measures ANOVA was also performed to compare the effect of replication method on work operations. There was a statistically significant difference in total work between at least two groups (F = 13.72, p = 0.001). We again performed three paired t-tests between our three evaluated replication methods. We found no significant difference between the Basic and Auto methods (t(5) = 2.47, p = 0.056, Cohen’s d=0.7). Between Basic and VST, we found a significant effect for techniques (t(5) = 4.52, p = 0.006, Cohen’s d=0.8) with VST outperforming Basic. Between Auto and VST, we found a significant effect for techniques (t(5) = 3.90, p = 0.011, Cohen’s d=2.6) with VST outperforming Auto.

5.5 Discussion

Design Recommendations

The success of VST demonstrates the value of two key design goals that are relevant as recommendations for other automation-powered correspondence-based transfer tools: include the ability to flexibly tune generated design correspondences (DG1) and include the ability to flexibly customize what correspondences do (DG2).

Tuning Generated Design Correspondences. Providing powerful and convenient ways to tune correspondences avoids requiring users to make each mapping manually (DG1). In VST, this functionality is represented by our Selecting Similar feature, the ability to view and select elements sharing any of the same values in the customization pane, and the Similarity Threshold feature (which lets users quickly preview selections).

Customizing Correspondence Functions. Customizing a correspondence retains the flexibility of a manual approach, ensuring that designers still have control (DG2). The domain will ultimately specify what is reasonable to transfer per correspondence. Generally, the designer should be able to control what happens when two objects are linked. In VST, we achieve this through our customization panel, where designers can copy, reset, and customize attribute values. We also provide flexible ways to filter this list (e.g., by active selection and showing modified/all attributes).

The Cost of Automation

One notable point in our results is that starting with the algorithm’s output (Auto) did not make replication easier. In fact, the RDs reported that starting with the automatically generated algorithm output was more difficult and less fun. Simply throwing automation into existing tools and processes may backfire. This is backed by our quantitative results: the Auto designs, on average, required more work than the corresponding Basic starting point (Basic: 265 operations, Auto: 383 operations). This is jarring, as applying the style transfer algorithm should have the opposite effect — otherwise, why apply it at all?
Table 5.1: Replication work data – usage statistics averaged over replication tasks RT1-6 (see Fig. 5.8). The Basic and Auto columns show aggregate data collected from the four expert replication designers (RD1-4), while the VST column shows data from the paper authors using VST to replicate designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Auto</th>
<th>VST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task Duration Mean</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Operations Mean</td>
<td>265.7</td>
<td>383.5</td>
<td><strong>30.3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td>167.8</td>
<td>159.2</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute Edits Mean</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>113.1</td>
<td><strong>13.0</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection Updates Mean</td>
<td>185.7</td>
<td>270.4</td>
<td><strong>17.3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td>122.8</td>
<td>185.7</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, applying a semi-correct transformation reduces cohesion in the design. The lack of cohesion commonly found in Auto designs reduces the efficiency of applying gestalt principles. This makes selecting similar elements to style them together harder. Second, the vast scope of the copied attributes may introduce new work. Incorrectly changing an attribute does not create new work if it already needs to be changed. However, if part of a SOURCE style is not desired in the OUTPUT graphics, those attributes must be manually reset to their original TARGET value. Current design software fails to support this type of style transfer interaction.

In contrast, VST features convenient ways to quickly select and explore element styles (double-clicking an element/selection, precision selection controls, visually selecting via the same attribute value). Current correspondence algorithms do not seem to reduce the total work in style transfer otherwise. This is especially true for more complex examples where correspondence accuracy is often lower.

**Object Groups As Stamps**

We introduce the concept of object groups as stamps: using a group of graphical objects to dynamically apply styles to new content. One designer reported on the creative potential of this concept. D4: A [design] button where I just recorded the style […], and then maybe I want to apply it, not just to other buttons but to a bunch of other things—it kind of feels like this is like my stamp, my magic stamp, and wherever I stamp it, it will transform that into that style. I’ve turned these elements into a tool, and when I think about it like that, I’m not just trying to copy this; I can use this to change the design creatively and maybe do some things that weren’t as expected. The initial expectation is I’m trying to copy this, but then another expectation is maybe I can make this design even better, and now I can make it more consistent.
Figure 5.10: Plots of the duration, edits, and selections data from the design replication (RT1-6). Along each recorded measure (duration, edits, and selections), the authors using VST outperformed all four expert designers using Adobe Illustrator in replicating the stylized designs. **Duration**: seconds per task. **Edits**: Number of edit operations per task. **Selections**: Number of selection updates per task. The Basic and Auto plots also include ticks showing the standard error for each task computed over RD1-4. VST was only used once per task to obtain a baseline, so there are no comparable ticks to show.

Existing element style copy-paste mechanisms only use a single element source. Using the same metaphor, this *stamp* is limited to a single value for each attribute. Other even simpler tools (e.g., eyedropper color picker) simply copy a single attribute from a single source. These techniques are much more limited in the types of styles that can transfer. These limitations raise the required work and time from the designer compared to object groups as stamps. Implementing this *object groups as stamps* concept requires a design correspondence. Otherwise, which Target elements should receive which Source styles is unclear. Further, multiple Source elements may have different values for the same attribute. Without a mapping between the two sets of design elements, the transfer is reduced to element-style copy-paste. Using this required design correspondence introduces both new flexibility and potential errors. Being able to transfer a larger set of styles is obviously desirable (exploring more design variations, saving time). The strength of a tool like VST lies in the control that it provides designers when tuning these correspondences. This control is matched to the many ways a designer may want to transfer styles between two designs.

**Limitations**

VST is not a general-use vector graphics editing platform. The SVG standard is complex; even industry-standard platforms like Inkscape and Adobe Illustrator may render the same graphics differently. Still, some missing features limited how useful VST was for designers in its current state. Users wanted more advanced layering/z-reordering for sub-selections in complex design areas. Additionally, the current correspondence structure usage limits elements to inheriting styles from one Source element unless manually mixed with other styles.
We also did not measure the impact of algorithm matching performance on this task. Informally, study participants D1-6 updated the correspondence an average of six times per task, though our study instrumentation did not record the number of adjusted elements per update. In Shin’s prior work [136], the average match accuracy was 95% (ranging from 78—100%). However, their evaluation [136] was performed with the SOURCE as an element group within a TARGET design, rather than a separate design. Explicitly varying the match quality and leveraging different matching techniques are opportunities for future work. Another limitation of this work is the smaller scale of the surveyed designer population (10 unique designers across both studies). For our design replication study, we worked with four expert designers. While this smaller study size allowed us to deepen the level of feedback and data we gathered, future studies could evaluate a larger expert population to get additional feedback. Future work could conduct a larger-scale study with more designers to potentially collect insights into a broader set of behaviors that designers exhibit. Also, when comparing VST to other tools, the authors have more awareness of the replication goal and task, which likely improves their relative performance. Another evaluation could train experienced designers with VST and have them replicate graphics from the original study.

The performance of our correspondence construction also inherently limits the scope and complexity of design that we can tractable operate on. Using a different correspondence structure that can parse more complex graphics in real-time could open exciting new possibilities, such as operating on an entire set of designs simultaneously rather than working per design pair.

Vertically stacked and overlapping objects present a challenge for the basic selection techniques that our prototype features. While we retain z-index information to correctly render parsed graphics, we don’t feature full-fledged layer support found in most other popular design tools. This makes selecting objects stacked below another object somewhat tedious — users can drag over the elements to select both, and then shift-click to deselect the top element.

We do provide other selection methods, like the thumbnails in the style attribute list (Fig. 5.5). Still, to handle more complex designs more advanced selection techniques are needed. Designers mentioned the lack of a unified global Undo function made exploring styles feel riskier and limited exploration. We avoided adding this feature in VST because of the multiple potential sources of change and the high memory cost of storing previous canvas states in the browser. One possible solution is to have edit histories for both the correspondences and for the values in the styling pane to further encourage the exploration of new styles. While we can render images embedded into an SVG, the prototype cannot currently transfer image fills between objects. With that said, none of the designers in our study explicitly mentioned this as a hindrance.
Figure 5.11: Additional graphics generated by transferring styles with VST.
Chapter 6

Vector Layout Transfer

One key defining feature of a design besides its elements’ styles is its layout - the spatial positioning and sizing of design elements relative to each other. Designers often explore layout alternatives and generate them by moving and resizing elements. The motivation for this can range from establishing a different visual flow, adapting a design to a different aspect ratio, standardizing spacing, or redirecting the design’s visual emphasis. Existing designs can serve as a source of inspiration for layout modification across these goals. However, generating these layout alternatives still requires significant manual effort in rearranging large groups of elements. We present VLT, short for Vector Layout Transfer, a novel tool that provides new techniques (Table 6.1) for transforming designs which enables the flexible transfer of layouts between designs. It provides designers with multiple levels of semantic layout editing controls, powered by automatic graphics correspondence and layout optimization algorithms.

6.1 Introduction

Vector graphics designs have many benefits as a media format. Some artists primarily work with vector graphics over other representations because vectors best suit curvilinear geometry and give ‘cleaner’ aesthetics in their final result [87]. While this cleanliness and scalability are two reasons for vector graphics’ success, another critical aspect is the flexibility of adapting layouts with discrete objects compared to editing rasterized images.

Humans have both natural biological inclinations and learned heuristics for inferring information from a design element’s scale, position, and ordering. Perception of visual information is a well-established field, characterizing the different properties, aesthetics, and relations that objects can have to each other and what the effect is on the viewer [11, 119, 13].

This work presented in this chapter was first published in Warner et al. as Interactively Optimizing Layout Transfer for Vector Graphics in the 2023 International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML) AI/HCI Workshop [154].
Figure 6.1: Our layout transformation pipeline: given two vector graphics designs (A, B), we distill design layout data into grouped semantic layout rules for each design (L_A, L_B). We also compute a correspondence between the elements of the two designs (M_{AB}). Using L_A, L_B, and M_{AB}, we generate T: a transformation of the graphic design elements of A. Applying this transformation T yields design A*, which we then distill new layout rules from (L_A*).

Designers can view the applied transformation and leverage control over which rules are prioritized, yielding new transformation T*, which in turn yields a new design. This last component is an interactive, iterative process that aims to let designers retain full control of their design’s layout while benefitting from automation.

Larger elements tend to capture more attention from viewers, and the relative arrangement and position of individual elements also influence the design’s visual focus.

As a result, layouts are a core part of design in relation to attention and perception, ranging from map design [160], data visualizations [47], mobile user interfaces [111], and more generally across graphic design [175, 12, 37]. Skilled designers orchestrate these relational qualities, such as alignment, ordering, and sizing, to effectively allocate and streamline viewers’ attention toward the key information they aim to convey. This layout process is an iterative task involving resizing and moving many objects and possibly adding or removing...
Designers often explore the relational positions and layout of a vector graphics design to explore the effects of different variations [128].
Figure 6.3: The VLT interface showing the source layout (e.g., B), the output layout (e.g., A*), and the layout rule customization panel. This output and the original target (A) can be toggled. The layout rules dynamically update as the output canvas is updated; here they show detected horizontal and right alignment rules. There are also global and element-specific layout transfer buttons, and a per-element property transfer based on that element’s matched element. This also works for multiple selected elements, grouping alike values.

To enable layout transfer, we extract relational rules from a given source design and apply those layout rules to a given target design. This technique can reposition elements dynamically from a broad set of example designs. Enabling transfer involves (a) inferring which relationships to retain vs. those which to break, (b) creating a correspondence between the two designs’ elements to map adjustments across designs, and (c) computing and applying the minimal set of edits to integrate the source design’s layout.

Our approach also involves iteratively refining and specifying how the layout is transferred with a range of techniques (Table 6.1): (a) globally copying over layout rules for all elements, (b) copying all layout rules for a subset of elements, (c) specifying which rules design elements should adhere to, (d) specifying which properties to change per element, and finally (e) manually adjusting design elements with direct manipulation on the output canvas. The set of rules (e.g., $L_A$) for the output canvas updates in real time.
Our contributions include the following: (1) a description of a pipeline for interactively optimizing layout transfer across designs; (2) VLT, a novel tool that implements this pipeline; (3) an gallery of example results generated with our tool.

6.2 VLT Walkthrough

The broadest set of use cases for a tool like VLT is when designers would like to transform the layout of an existing design with a source reference design. Figure 6.1 shows an overview of how designers can use VLT to transfer layouts across designs, and Table 6.1 shows the core controls that VLT provides to designers for transforming the layout of their design using the source design as a source of inferred example rules. This walkthrough focuses on the iterative cycle designers can leverage to refine their output layout.

First, designers load two graphic designs A and B into VLT (A = target = existing design to transform, and B = source = reference design). Next, VLT will generate a correspondence matrix and match information (M_{AB}) between the two sets of design elements [136]. VLT also infers sets of semantic rules (listed in Table 6.2) for each layout.

Designers can then copy the layout of the previous source design globally by inferring the position and size from the matched elements across designs. The initial base transformation T uses the corresponding elements’ base position and sizing, often giving subpar results (Figure 6.4). This naive case works on designs with a perfect one-to-one correspondence between design elements. However, many designs vary in the amount and type of elements they contain. Designs may also change in their canvas size or aspect ratio, which copying position and size alone cannot address.

In these cases, VLT can be used to retain and adjust layout rules present in the original target design. There is also an incremental rule-based optimization pipeline designers can leverage based on heuristic design rules (e.g., L_A). The dynamic set of layout rules that VLT infers can be viewed and modified in the right-most layout column of the interface (Figure 6.3), and a more detailed example with rule callouts is shown in Figure 6.2. The rule list updates according to the selected canvas elements. This brings the designers’ attention to controls for leveraging these rules to modify their designs’ layouts. Elements may be manually adjusted (i.e., direct manipulation) on the output canvas, and the set of detected layout rules updates in real time.

In addition to copying the layout of an entire design, designers may opt only to transfer (or reset) layout properties for specifically selected elements. Other elements can be added from layout rules here (clicking the + next to the rule member list) and conforming the marginal spacing across design versions. For example, selecting the H-Off or V-Off buttons will adjust the marginal spacing and offset for the currently selected elements to an inferred value based on their match. Designers may select elements from the source design (B),
Table 6.1: Designer Controls for Layout Editing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>Global Layout Copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Element Layout Copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual Rule Adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Element Property Copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>Direct Manipulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

observe the rules they adhere to, and apply them (or a rule subset) to elements on the output canvas. Once satisfied, they can export the transformed design as an SVG.

6.3 Optimizing Layouts

To optimize the transferral of a layout across designs, we must first create a representation of that layout. We construct a transformation $T$ that includes scale and translation amounts per graphic element to do this. Similarly, we first represent the layout of a specific visual design $A$ as the position and size of each graphical element ($e$).

$$e \rightarrow [x, y, z, w, h] \quad (6.1)$$

Note that $z$ here refers to the z-index or relative layering, while $x$ and $y$ refer to the uppermost, leftmost element canvas point for that element. Also, $w$ and $h$ refer to the element’s canvas width and height, respectively. So, a given transformation $T$ to transform a graphic design $A$ would consist of a set of changes to these element properties:

$$T \rightarrow \forall e \in A : [\delta x, \delta y, \delta z, \delta w, \delta h] \quad (6.2)$$

On top of this broad representation, we also build up sets of heuristic-based rules (e.g., $L_A$, $L_B$) that we can relate across multiple designs. These rules include containment, ordering, alignment, overlapping elements, relative margins, and size (Table 6.2), which may have either symmetric or asymmetric relations between elements. For example, alignment is symmetric in that all elements have the same relationship with each other (internally represented in VLT as a set), while containment has a structured ordering between related elements (internally represented as an ordered tree). Visual examples of the distinction between symmetric and asymmetric rules are shown in Figure 6.2.
Table 6.2: Supported Layout Heuristic Rules (e.g., $L_A$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetric</td>
<td>Asymmetric Containment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative Ordering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetric</td>
<td>V/H Alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bounds Overlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal Offset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Same W/H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The optimal T choice for an exact one-to-one pairing of design elements is obvious – rescale and reposition the elements precisely to where they were in the corresponding design. However, there clearly are better ways to edit graphics than manually adjusting x and y coordinates. Recognizing and leveraging inferred design rules is a promising direction toward using automation while retaining designer control. We also want to handle complex one-to-many mappings between the sets of design elements.

First, layout rules from the source for corresponding elements are applied to the output graphics. This is initially done using the matched element’s position and size, which may cause multiple elements to overlap (Figure 6.4). To alleviate this, we also provide buttons to extend the marginal offset (Vertical-Offset/Horizontal-Offset) between matched elements onto the linked target elements. Individual rules can be specified to recompute a transformation that complies with the specified rule. This iterative optimization is an active project development area, and we detail ongoing work in our layout optimization in Sec. 7.3.

6.4 Design Results

To showcase the effectiveness of our method, we provide several example graphics that were transformed using the pipeline and tool detailed in this paper in Figure 6.4. The generation of these graphics was done by the authors using VLT. We aim to include more complex and varied examples, and have actual designers use VLT to transfer layouts across existing designs. For the graphics we generated, the amount of UI interactions to transform each design from Target to Final (per row) is 7/8/12/15, and the total number of transformed element properties is 111/76/291/128. The higher numbers for the property changes reflect that many properties can be changed with a single UI interaction in VLT. The procedure we followed to transfer layouts was to first match designs, transfer the global layout using the correspondence, leverage layout rules as needed, and finally tweak elements directly on the canvas. This follows granularity shown in Table 6.1; paint with the broadest strokes initially and iteratively handle smaller outlier classes.
6.5 Discussion

We discuss four main topics: (1) reflections from balancing designer control with boosting editing workflows with automation, and (2) different goals and methods for formulating the design layout transfer optimization task, and (3) ways for adding differentiability to this task to enable more a broader set of transfer techniques, and (4) limitations of working with layouts in this way and future steps we envision taking to address this.

Balancing Control & Automation

As automation-driven media creation and manipulation tools proliferate, there is a valid concern about displacing the designer from their current creative control. Our goal in this project is to retain the final control that designers have over their designs while reducing some of the tedium and manual labor that goes towards manifesting a specific vision for that given design. Our high-level approach towards this goal involves sharing a range of dynamic controls that the designer can adapt to the level of detail they wish to edit at, a sort of semantic range of design detail to operate over.

One of the ways we aim to provide this balance of control and automation includes providing several levels of detail and forms of editing and specifying transformation rules with VLT. This approach includes displaying inferred layout rules that can also modify existing designs, displaying editable global and element-specific layout data, and enabling live updates as the designer modifies their output (including via direct manipulation). Generally, the more deeply intertwined any automation becomes into existing creative practices necessitates deeper robustness and reliability to successfully operate ‘as expected’, which for many domains (image style transfer, text-to-image creation, vector layout transfer) remains a challenging and subjective task.

Layout Optimization

The current process for initially learning a layout transformation T is driven by correspondences, then refined by leveraging manually-crafted design heuristics. We want to leverage a more flexible approach to both initially craft and incorporate designer demonstrations and updates into design layout transformations. We envision using a combination of heuristic layout information currently gleaned from the SVG canvas and other vision-based UI understanding features to bolster the layout transformation and optimization process. Additionally, our current design transformation only consists of rescaling (height, width) and repositioning (x, y, z/layer) design elements. Other valid transformations exist, such as rotation and skew, but we have yet to implement them as we have found them less common. Enabling these transformations may yield additional desired variations that VLT cannot currently produce.
We also take great inspiration from [76], which details a technique for learning the cost of connecting edges across a pair of web designs. In their work, a new semantic hierarchy is first inferred for both designs and then a minimal cost mapping across the vertices of the trees is computed. To do this, they train a standard multi-layer perceptron for training weights related to retaining tree ancestry, vertex siblings, and explicitly unmatched elements. This learning also considers the visual and semantic properties of each vertex that they
match. Their training is based on a set of human-provided mappings across visual design examples. Also, the optimization in their work focuses on producing a mapping between design elements, while we seek to optimize a transformation of one design’s layout based on that mapping, compared to the mapping itself.

**Differentiable Layouts**

Adherence to a discrete set of recognized layout rules is difficult to optimize because of the binary nature of rule groups – elements either adhere or not. To enable optimization of this discrete model, we are working to build a reward function $R_T$ for transformation $T$ based on the relative adherence and weight of inferred design heuristics and rules. We will apply Gaussian smoothing to the position and width/height constraints for symmetric relations like alignment, element overlap, offset, and sizing (Table 6.2). Here, $r$ represents the layout rules that applying $T$ yields, $\omega_i$ is the rule weight (which designers may adjust in a range of ways), and $e_r$ measures how many elements correspond to that rule.

\[
R_T = R_{\text{rule}} + R_{\text{off}} + R_{\text{con}} \\
R_{\text{rule}} = \sum r \omega_r \times \log(e_r + 1) \\
R_{\text{off}} = \omega_{\text{off}} \times t_{\text{non-overlap}} \\
R_{\text{con}} = \frac{\omega_{\text{con}}}{e_{\text{unique-prop}}} 
\]  

(6.3)

In addition to general rule adherence, we propose metrics $R_{\text{off}}$ for balancing the relative offset of objects (e.g., favor non-occlusion of text) and $R_{\text{con}}$ for increasing the numeric consistency of almost-alike element properties, a sort of snap-to-fit implementation (e.g., favor sizing/spacing). Also, $t_{\text{non-overlap}}$ refers to the non-overlapping text elements, and $e_{\text{unique-prop}}$ refers to the number of unique properties that exist in a design (less is better). These rewards also will global adjustable weights ($\omega_{\text{off}}$, $\omega_{\text{con}}$), respectively.

Designers will be able to selectively apply this optimization to part of the design or simply run it over the entire output design. In addition, we can optimize specific inferred rules from the source or target while retaining as much structure from the alternative goals as possible by explicitly increasing the weight of those sections. Designers could opt to lock constrained element properties in their design (e.g., size) to ensure those properties are not modified, or extend a manually demonstrated layout change to similar elements.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

I’ll conclude this dissertation by reviewing the presented tools and their key design concepts, restating the thesis contributions, discussing future work directions, and finally presenting closing remarks on delegating human designer control with automation-powered tools.

First, I focus on reflection – the act of gathering and absorbing feedback or information after some visual media is created. The focused domain is presentations, and I demonstrate SlideSpecs, a novel system for automatically and interactively collating and contextualizing talk feedback. Grounded in our formative study findings, SlideSpecs allows presenters to organize and review their presentation feedback effectively. SlideSpecs improves the revision process by unifying text and spoken feedback into a centralized space for seamless review. I demonstrate the effectiveness of SlideSpecs by deploying it in eight unique presentations across computer vision, programming notebooks, sensemaking, and more. Presenters reported that using SlideSpecs while refining their talk improved their feedback organization, provided valuable context, and reduced redundant comments. Future collaborative revision and feedback systems can benefit users by integrating more automatic contextualization.

Next, I shift to recomposition – the act of adapting and transforming some existing visual media. The focused domain is vector graphics, providing a concise yet expressive way to represent a broad range of visual designs. I present VST, a system for interactively and flexibly transferring visual styles between vector graphics. While automatic theme selection mechanisms exist, they are often too inflexible or require an underlying data structure not present in many designs. In VST, designers can inspect and correct correspondences and decide which graphics attributes should be transferred for which correspondence pairs. Together, these interactions enable rapid and flexible style transfer. I extend work on automatic graphics correspondence algorithms and contribute a way for designers to work flexibly with such algorithms. I report results from a user study in which designers transferred visual styles between pairs of designs, including designs they provided.
I also present a novel design tool, VLT, that can enable interactive layout transfer optimization. VLT’s process for inferring and transferring layouts (Figure 6.1) integrates automation into the design process while providing several levels of automation-driven semantic control and editing techniques (Table 6.1) for designers to steer and adjust the resulting final layout. I showcase some preliminary generated results (Figure 6.4) and highlight several important next steps for design layout transfer.

7.1 Restatement of Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation include the following:

- Reflection Support for Presentations:
  - SlideSpecs, a novel system for collating audience text and spoken presentation feedback which also presents a novel screenshot-based slide-detecting technique for automatic feedback contextualization.
  - Design implications for group slide-feedback interfaces derived from formative interviews and an evaluation applying SlideSpecs to eight talks across different research groups and topics and an in-depth analysis of our findings.

- Recomposition Support for Vector Graphics:
  - VST, a design tool that introduces a novel user interface for interactive, user-guided, flexible style transfer for vector graphics. Its key interaction principles are: a) enabling users to edit computed correspondences at multiple levels, and b) enabling users to customize how attributes are transferred between designs across the correspondence.
  - Two VST user studies that demonstrate: a) that designers can successfully transfer styles between graphics with VST, and b) that designers without VST can spend more time and effort to produce equivalent design results.
  - A description of a pipeline for interactively optimizing layout transfer across designs and VLT, a novel tool that implements this pipeline, and a gallery of example vector graphics results generated with VLT.

7.2 Future Work - Reflection

There are a few immediate directions for future work to extend. First, I’ll focus on reflection before discussing recomposition. An exciting research vision aligning with this thesis is integrating AI and NLP techniques to boost the usefulness of reflection-centric tools like SlideSpecs. I’ll review the most promising future work supporting reflection via feedback understanding and organization here.
Reducing the audience workload.

An integral part of feedback classification and distilling key themes within SlideSpecs relies on discussion facilitators. For example, facilitators markup post-presentation discussions with links to comments and new topics, distilling key discussion points into actionable feedback. In addition, audience members contribute to the context by tagging comments, using side references in feedback, and discussion facilitation. Future systems could focus on reducing facilitator and audience work by automatically semantically grouping and labeling feedback. Discussions could be enhanced if a system could automatically recommend topics based on the magnitude of similar feedback. Future work can enhance feedback systems by automating the facilitator’s tasks and reducing audience members’ labor by inferring more context.

Generating actionable feedback.

In our study, I worked with groups that had roughly ten audience members (Table 4.1). While there is no correct number of audience members, this size worked well for these presentations. A larger audience size could yield a higher quantity of valuable feedback and also increase the relevance of the automatic summarization of the provided comments.

Future work could automatically generate more context by allocating comments (both written and spoken) to slides as they are entered based on their content. This may pave the way to supporting more dynamic feedback processes that feature common audience interruptions. While increased group awareness can reduce redundancy when receiving feedback from a group, participants still sometimes enter similar redundant comments. Adding an automatic comment summarization and aggregation pipeline into the Review phase would further streamline the presenter experience. Finally, LLMs could transform these aggregated feedback points into a concise list of more refined actionable changes.

Reflection for vector graphics.

This dissertation focused on recomposition of vector graphics, though just like presentation authors, feedback and reflection are essential for graphic designers. What are the sources of feedback (e.g., written comments, spoken discussion, reference designs) are most common and useful for vector graphics? How can that feedback be attached and contextualized within the design’s context? Charrette [107] pushes in this direction for user interface design, supporting direct design annotations, exploring design histories, and facilitating the curation and presentation of these related information domains. Other directions could include leveraging more automatically generated design feedback (e.g., applying design heuristics as a type of linting) or integrating aggregated quantitative human feedback onto designs.
7.3 Future Work - Recomposition

Better element correspondences.

When designs have similar elements, finding a correspondence between the two element sets ($M_{AB}$) is natural. However, this element correspondence between designs will often be noisier or less accurate for unrelated or immense designs. One direction for future work I envision is being able to dynamically infer a set of joint classes across elements, of which design elements might belong to many, as opposed to a cross-design element map. VLT shows grouped layout rules and property changes, but the level of inference could be smoother and capture a broader set of similarities to enhance designer control.

The vector graphics style transfer issue could potentially be addressed by inferring classes for each design element. VST and VLT generate correspondences with the algorithm described in [136]. A different algorithm could create and infer shared dynamic classes for each design element. Then, the element-to-element correspondence issue instead becomes a class-to-class correspondence, which could be a more straightforward problem. While I geared our recomposition tools towards mixing inspirational ideas from existing documents, this is just one part of the design process. Leveraging a more robust many-to-many correspondence between design elements could yield richer and more varied style transfers.

Styling vectors with images.

Images are a natural way to add vibrancy to a design. A well-picked image instantly sets a mood for the design and can provide a source of consistent branding. However, our style transfer approach mainly applies to native vector elements, such as `<path>` or `<rect>` elements. One suggested modification was to allow sourcing styles from images since this format is more readily available. From VST – RD1: *It would be great to apply bitmap styling to my vector design. This use case is more common in my workflow.* This would require converting the image to vector graphics or a novel style extraction technique. There are research methods for image-to-vector graphics conversion [129] and commercial tools [1].

When inspecting the structure of the output of these methods, they tend to optimize similarity to the source image rather than having a consistent internal semantic element resolution which makes applying a correspondence graph-kernel technique more challenging [136]. Additionally, rasterizing vector graphics to an image is inherently lossy, so no perfect inverse process can exist. Some features (e.g., flat color) are simple to extract for novel style extraction, while other features like gradients, shape, and font are more challenging. D6 (from VST’s evaluation) reported that they previously tried online tools that attempt to identify fonts from a given image [35, 36]. Given the relative prevalence of images, enabling vector styling (even if limited) via bitmap sources is a promising future direction.
More complex transformations.

Primarily, our style transfer with this prototype addresses element size, font, stroke, and fill. While designers can modify other features, this feature subset visually dominates the result. Future work could serve as a larger-scale unification technique where many designs are edited simultaneously. By constraining our definition of style, I simplify the process of style transfer and reduce our tool’s capacity. For example, the design layout and structure are implicitly constant throughout our style transfer process. Applying the layout from source to target is an exciting and relevant next direction. Exciting work from Hoffswell et al. [53] (visualization remapping for dynamic viewports) and Ye et al. [168] (automatic mathematical diagramming) push in this direction. Future work should continue exploring more complex transformations for vector graphics.

Recomposition for presentations.

Though this dissertation focused mainly on supporting reflection with presentations, considering recomposition for presentations. The work is not quite over once the presenter has reviewed and synthesized a list of concrete changes to make. They must still manually review their slides and update the content according to the gathered feedback. Depending on the format of the presentation, it is very feasible to envision some of these transformations being automated. While proprietary formats like PowerPoint and Keynote may be less accessible, some presenters use open text-based slide formats, including \LaTeX (with Beamer\(^1\)), HTML (with Reveal.js\(^2\)), and Markdown (with Marp\(^3\)). Existing LLMs could transform this existing text-based slide format based on the feedback gathered from the audience. Future work could transform existing slide decks, including synthesizing new slides, modifying existing slides, cutting out slides, and restructuring or reordering the presentation slides.

7.4 Closing Remarks

This thesis was written at a pivotal time in generative media tools, which leads to a more extensive discussion about ownership and designer control. As tool creators, HCI researchers have a certain level of control over what designers can do and how they think about the process of design based on what the tool supports [122]. While tools designers and researchers are often sensitive to this dichotomy, it inevitably shapes the research and the tools produced, also shaping tool users’ creations and design conceptions.

Significant tensions exist between artists and writers whose output gets leveraged as high-quality examples for reinforcement learning and foundation model training, fueled by the recent emergence and commercial promise of generative AI and LLM startups. With

\(^1\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beamer_(LaTeX)
\(^2\)https://github.com/hakimel/reveal.js/
\(^3\)https://github.com/marp-team/marp
that said, these startups’ broad ability to generate and modify text and images is set to reshape one of the last bastions of labor that resisted automation – white-collar information work, everything from data management to writing to visual design jobs. This thesis does not come bundled with a solution to delegate power and control over their work back to designers and creators, though this tension will get heightened as workers in these fields get pushed out and devalued by corporations seeking to optimize profits; ultimately, humans are expensive. Ideally, computers would help automate the ‘boring’ parts of work to free humans to be more expressive and creative. However, corporations invariably aim to extract and automate those aspects of human culture for financial gain.

There are also questions about what the visual arts have in the role of personal expression compared to being a professional career path to sustain oneself. Will the proliferation of different generative models be akin to the advent of cheap digital cameras in which everyone could become a photographer? There still is a need for professionals and perhaps even a greater cultural appreciation for those with very high skill levels and training in that domain. Perhaps the same will be valid for this next wave of visual media creation tools.

There is a certain sense that art and design will evolve in response to this tension between optimizing a design and the resulting homogeneity of having all designs converge on a specific style or feel. There is a shifting metagame in visual communication language where objects/pieces outside of the widespread distribution can be mesmerizing and groundbreaking. This variance might be a small source of hope for the creative labor space.

While generative AI and media mixing tools lower the barrier to entry for creation and expression, there is still human taste and reflection that goes into getting feedback and a new domain of subjectivity and expression that comes with these new, more flexible tools and representations of visual media. This subjectivity helps motivate my work on reflection in visual media to encourage and support more profound thoughts on what people create. In the same way that consumer snap-and-shoot cameras ‘commodified’ the image, perhaps this set of tools for enhancing visual media refinement and reflection can lower the barrier to entry for expression and visual communication in a way that widens the spectrum of produced content.

I’ve presented a range of techniques and systems for enhancing visual media with reflection and recomposition. This is an exciting moment as automation-powered tools shift the landscape of possible creative processes. The goal of this dissertation is to broaden the focus on media creation to better support iterative design. This broader focus is important for retaining meaningful human influence in digital visual media creation processes.
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